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AIM
To provide basic knowledge about the MEMS Technology and Fabrication.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
The course should enable the students to:
1. Study the evolution of micro fabrication.
2. Study various fabrication technologies.
3. Learn about the Micro sensors and Micro actuators.
4. Study the design of various micro actuators.
UNIT I

INTRODUCTION

(9 Hours)

Basic definitions – evolution of Micro fabrication – Micro systems and Microelectronics,
scaling laws: Scaling in Electrostatic force, Electromagnetic force, Rigidity of structures,
Fluid mechanics and Heat transfer.
UNIT II

MICRO SENSORS

(9 Hours)

Introduction – Micro sensors: Bio medical sensors and Biosensors – Chemical sensors –
Optical sensors – Pressure sensors – Thermal sensors, Acoustic wave sensors.
UNIT III

MICRO ACTUATORS

(9 Hours)

Micro Actuation: Actuation using thermal Forces, Piezo electric crystals, Electro static forces.
SMA based Micro actuators, Micro actuators: Micro grippers, Micro motors, Micro valves,
Micro pumps, Micro accelerometers – Micro fluidics.
UNIT IV

MEMS FABRICATION TECHNOLOGIES

(9 Hours)

Materials for MEMS: Silicon, Silicon compounds, Piezo electric crystals, Polymers
Micro system Fabrication Process: Photolithography, Ion implantation, Diffusion, Oxidation,
CVD, Sputtering, Etching techniques.
UNIT V

MICRO MACHINING

(9 Hours)

Micro Machining: Bulk micro machining, Surface micro machining, LIGA process.
Packaging: Micro system packaging, Essential packaging technologies, Selection of
packaging materials.
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COURSE OUTCOMES
The students should be able to:
CO1. Analyze the basics and scaling laws of micro fabrication methods.
CO2. Identify the materials for MEMS sensors and designing of sensors.
CO3. Design Micro actuators for various applications.
CO4. Implement Micro system fabrication process and technologies.
CO5. Analyze packaging methods and compare various Micro machining processes
TEXT BOOKS
1. Tai Ran Hsu, “MEMS and Microsystems Design and Manufacture”, Tata McGraw Hill,
2002.
2. Cheng Liu, “Foundations of MEMS”, Pearson education India limited, 2006.
3. S. Fatikow U. Rembold, “Microsystem Technology and Microrobotics”, Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg New York in 1997
REFERENCES
1. Marc Madou, “Fundamentals of Micro fabrication” CRC press 1997.
2. Stephen D.Senturia, “Micro system Design” Kluwer Academic publishers, 2001.
3. K.Anatha Suresh, K.J.Vinoy, S.Gopala Krishnan, K.N.Bhat, V.K.Aatre, “Micro and smart
systems”, Willy India.
4. Nitaigrun Premchand Mahalik, “MEMS”, Tata McGraw Hill, 2007.
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UNIT I

INTRODUCTION

Basic definitions – evolution of Micro fabrication – Micro systems and Microelectronics,
scaling laws: Scaling in Electrostatic force, Electromagnetic force, Rigidity of structures,
Fluid mechanics and Heat transfer.
WHAT IS MEMS?
Any engineering system that performs electrical and mechanical functions with components
in micrometers is MEMS. (1 μm = 1/10 of human hair)
MEMS = Micro Electro Mechanical System
A micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) is a process technology used to create tiny
integrated devices or systems that combine mechanical and electrical components. They are
fabricated using integrated circuit (IC) batch processing techniques and can range in size from
a few micrometers to millimeters. These devices (or systems) have the ability to sense,
control and actuate on the micro scale, and generate effects on the macro scale.
In the most general form, MEMS consist of mechanical microstructures, micro sensors, micro
actuators and microelectronics, all integrated onto the same silicon chip. This is shown
schematically in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of MEMS components.
Transducer
A transducer is a device that transforms one form of signal or energy into another
form. The term transducer can therefore be used to include both sensors and actuators and is
the most generic and widely used term in MEMS.
Sensor
A sensor is a device that measures information from a surrounding environment and
provides an electrical output signal in response to the parameter it measured. Over the years,
this information (or phenomenon) has been categorized in terms of the type of energy
domains but MEMS devices generally overlap several domains or do not even belong in any
one category.
These energy domains include:
• Mechanical - force, pressure, velocity, acceleration, position
• Thermal - temperature, entropy, heat, heat flow
• Chemical - concentration, composition, reaction rate
• Radiant - electromagnetic wave intensity, phase, wavelength, polarization
reflectance, refractive index, transmittance
• Magnetic - field intensity, flux density, magnetic moment, permeability
• Electrical - voltage, current, charge, resistance, capacitance, polarization
4
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Actuator
An actuator is a device that converts an electrical signal into an action. It can create a
force to manipulate itself, other mechanical devices, or the surrounding environment to
perform some useful function.
Available MEMS products include:
● Micro sensors (acoustic wave, biomedical, chemical, inertia, optical, pressure,
radiation, thermal, etc.)
● Micro actuators (valves, pumps and microfluidics electrical and optical relays and
switches grippers, tweezers and tongs; linear and rotary motors, etc.)
● Read/write heads in computer storage systems.
● Inkjet printer heads.
● Micro device components (e.g., palm-top reconnaissance aircrafts, minirobots and
toys, micro surgical and mobile telecom equipment, etc.)
HOW SMALL ARE MEMS DEVICES?
They can be of the size of a rice grain, or smaller!
Two examples:
- Inertia sensors for air bag deployment systems in automobiles
- Micro cars.
Inertia Sensor for Automobile “Air Bag” Deployment System

Figure 2. Inertia Sensor
Micro Cars
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Figure 3. Micro Cars
MEMS = a pioneer technology for Miniaturization –
A leading technology for the 21st Century, and an inevitable trend in industrial products and
systems development.
MINIATURIAZATION – The Principal Driving Force for the 21st Century Industrial
Technology
There has been increasing strong market demand for:
• “Intelligent,”
• “Robust,”
• “Multi-functional,” and
• “Low-cost” industrial products.
Miniaturization is the only viable solution to satisfy such market demand.
Market Demand for Intelligent, Robusting, Smaller, Multi-Functional Products

Figure 4. Smaller, Multi-Functional Products
The only solution is to pack many miniature function components into the device
6
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miniaturization Makes Engineering Sense
Small systems tend to move or stop more quickly due to low mechanical inertia. It is
thus ideal for precision movements and for rapid actuation.
Miniaturized systems encounter less thermal distortion and mechanical vibration due
to low mass.
Miniaturized devices are particularly suited for biomedical and aerospace applications
due to their minute sizes and weight.
Small systems have higher dimensional stability at high temperature due to low
thermal expansion.
Smaller size of the systems means less space requirements. This allows the packaging
of more functional components in a single device.
Less material requirements mean low cost of production and transportation.
Ready mass production in batches.
Enabling Technologies for Miniaturization

Figure 5. Miniaturization Technologies
MEMS as a Microsensor:

Figure 6. Block Diagram of a Micro Sensor
Presently, there is a trend to make sensors smaller and smaller. Initial stages show an
evolution from a single sensor element to an intelligent sensor system with extremely small
7
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dimensions by MST. The so-called smart (or integrated) sensing devices can be developed by
integrating sensor components with those for signal processing. This integration also
decreases the noise that is often created by the transmission of signals to an external data
processing unit. Thus, it will be possible to measure and evaluate for a certain task all
interesting parameters at one place and at one time. An example of Micro pressure sensor is
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Micro pressure sensors
MEMS as a Micro actuator:

Figure 8. Block Diagram of a Micro Actuator
The MST applications suggest the use of new micro actuator systems which allow
motions to be realized with micrometer accuracy. Conventional motion concepts or
manufacturing methods are no longer able to fulfil the demands concerning miniaturization.
Microsystems, and in particular future micro robots, require the development of new
advanced actuators with very small dimensions, simple mechanical construction and high
reliability.
In addition to the miniaturization, mechanical micro devices having components such
as pumps, valves, robot grippers, linear and rotational positioning elements, simple cantilever
actuators and complex artificial muscle systems, must be functional to provide a micro
system with task-dependent capabilities. Micro pumps and -valves for treating liquids and
gasses at the micro level can be applied in medicine, where implantable, highly accurate
micro systems are needed for the dosing of medication or for chemical and biotechnological
analysis where minute volumes of liquid must be transported and measured. They can also be
applied for technical devices such as ink jet printers. An example of Micro motor is shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9. MEMS as a Micro actuator- motor:
Microsystem:
A microsystem is an engineering system that contains MEMS components that are
designed to perform specific engineering functions. MEMS components can be produced in
the size of micrometers.
A microsystem includes three major components of micro sensors, actuators, and a
processing unit as shown in the Figure 10
•
Signals received by a sensor in a microsystem are converted into forms
compatible with the actuator through the signal transduction and processing unit.
Example airbag deployment system in an automobile
Microsystem Products
•
Micro gears.
•
Micromotors.
•
Microturbines.
•
Micro-optical components,

Components of Microsystems

Figure 10 Components of Microsystems
Commercial MEMS and Microsystems Products
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Micro Sensors:
• Acoustic wave sensors
• Biomedical and biosensors
• Chemical sensors
• Optical sensors
• Pressure sensors
• Stress sensors
• Thermal sensors
Micro Actuators:
• Grippers, tweezers and tongs
• Motors - linear and rotary
• Relays and switches
• Valves and pumps
Optical equipment (switches, lenses & mirrors, shutters, phase modulators, filters,
waveguide splitters, latching &fiber alignment mechanisms).
Microsystems = sensors + actuators+ signal transduction:
• Microfluidics, e.g. Capillary Electrophoresis (CE)
• Micro accelerometers (inertia sensors)

•
•

•

•

•
•

Evolution of Microfabrication
There is no machine tool with today’s technology can produce any device or MEMS
component of the size in the micrometer scale (or in mm sizes).
The complex geometry of these minute MEMS components can only be produced by
various physical-chemical processes – the microfabrication techniques originally
developed for producing integrated circuit (IC) components.
Significant technological development towards miniaturization was initiated with the
invention of transistors by three Nobel Laureates, W. Schockley, J. Bardeen and
W.H. Brattain of Bell Laboratories in 1947.
This crucial invention led to the development of the concept of integrated circuits
(IC) in 1955, and the production of the first IC three years later by Jack Kilby of
Texas Instruments.
ICs have made possible for miniaturization of many devices and engineering systems
in the last 50 years.
The invention of transistors is thus regarded as the beginning of the 3rd Industrial
Revolution in human civilization.

Microsystems and Microelectronics
There are significant differences in the design and packaging of microsystems from that
of integrated circuits and microelectronics.
•
Microsystems involve more different materials than microelectronics. Polymers and
metallic materials are common in microsystems produced by LIGA processes.
10
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•
•

•

•

•

Packaging materials for microsystems include glasses, plastic, and metals, which are
excluded in microelectronics
Microsystems are designed to perform a greater variety of functions than
microelectronics. The latter are limited to specific electrical functions only.
Many microsystems involve moving parts such as microvalves, pumps, and gears.
Many require fluid flow through the systems such as biosensors and analytic
systems. Micro-optical systems need to provide input/output (I/O) ports for light
beams. Microelectronics does not have any moving component or access for lights or
fluids.
Integrated circuits are primarily a two-dimensional structure that is confined to the
silicon die surface, whereas most microsystems involve are in three dimensions.
Mechanical engineering design is essential in the product development of
microsystems
The integrated circuits in microelectronics are isolated from the surroundings once
they are packaged. The sensing elements and many core elements in microsystems,
should be in contact with working media, which creates many technical problems in
design and packaging.
Manufacturing and packaging of microelectronics are mature technologies with welldocumented industry standards. The production of microsystems is far from that
level of maturity. In microsystems, the packaging of these products is in its infant
stage at the present time
Comparison of Microelectronics and Microsystems
Microelectronics

Microsystems

Primarily 2-dimensional structures

Complex 3-dimensional structure

Stationary structures
Transmit electricity for specific electrical
functions

May involve moving components
Perform a great variety of specific biological,
chemical, electromechanical and optical
functions
Delicate components are interfaced with working
media
Use single crystal silicon dies and few other
materials, e.g. GaAs, quartz, polymers, ceramics
and metals
Many more components to be assembled
Lack of engineering design methodology and
standards
Simpler patterns over substrates with simpler
electrical circuitry.
Fewer electrical feed-through and leads

IC die is protected from contacting media
Use single crystal silicon dies, silicon
compounds, ceramics and plastic materials
Fewer components to be assembled
Mature IC design methodologies
Complex patterns with high density of
electrical circuitry over substrates
Large number of electrical feed-through and
leads
Industrial standards available

No industrial standard to follow in design,
material selections, fabrication processes and
11
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packaging
Mass production
Fabrication techniques are proven and well
documented
Manufacturing techniques are proven and
well documented
Packaging technology is relatively well
established
Primarily involves electrical and chemical
engineering

Batch production, or on customer-need basis
Many microfabrication techniques are used for
production, but with no standard procedures
Distinct manufacturing techniques
Packaging technology is at the infant stage
Involves all disciplines of science and
engineering

Application of MEMS and Microsystems in
Automotive Industry
52 million vehicles produced worldwide in 1996
There will be 65 million vehicles produced in 2005
Principal areas of application of MEMS and microsystems:
• Safety
• Engine and power train
• Comfort and convenience
• Vehicle diagnostics and health monitoring
• Telematics, e.g. GPS, etc.

Figure 11. Sensors in Automobile industry
Principal Sensors
1.
2.
3.
4.

Manifold or Temperature manifold absolute pressure sensor.
Exhaust gas differential pressure sensor
Fuel rail pressure sensor
Barometric absolute pressure sensor
12
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Combustion sensor
Gasoline direct injection pressure sensor
Fuel tank evaporative fuel pressure sensor
Engine oil sensor
Transmission sensor
Tire pressure sensor

Figure 12. Micro Pressure Sensor
Application of MEMS and Microsystems in
Aerospace Industry
• Cockpit instrumentation.
• Sensors and actuators for safety - e.g. seat ejection
• Wind tunnel instrumentation
• Sensors for fuel efficiency and safety
• Micro satellites
• Command and control systems with MEMtronics
• Inertial guidance systems with micro gyroscopes, accelerometers and fiber optic gyroscope.
• Attitude determination and control systems with micro sun and Earth sensors.
• Power systems with MEMtronic switches for active solar cell array reconfiguration, and
electric generators
• Propulsion systems with micro pressure sensors, chemical sensors for leak detection, arrays
of single-shot thrustors, continuous micro thrusters and pulsed micro thrusters
• Thermal control systems with micro heat pipes, radiators and thermal switches
• Communications and radar systems with very high bandwidth, low-resistance radiofrequency switches, micromirrors and optics for laser communications, and micro variable
13
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capacitors, inductors and oscillators.
Application of MEMS and Microsystems
in
Biomedical Industry
Disposable blood pressure transducers:
Lifetime 24 to 72 hours; annual production 20 million units/year, unit price $10
• Catheter tip pressure sensors
• Sphygmomanometers
• Respirators
• Lung capacity meters
• Barometric correction instrumentation
• Medical process monitoring
• Kidney dialysis equipment
• Micro bio-analytic systems: bio-chips, capillary electrophoresis, etc.
Application of MEMS and Microsystems
in
Consumer Products
• Scuba diving watches and computers
• Bicycle computers
• Sensors for fitness gears
• Washers with water level controls
• Sport shoes with automatic cushioning control
• Digital tire pressure gages
• Vacuum cleaning with automatic adjustment of brush beaters
• Smart toys
Application of MEMS and Microsystems
in the
Telecommunication Industry
• Optical switching and fiber optic couplings
• RF relays and switches
• Tunable resonators
Microlenses:
Microswitches:

Figure 13. Microlenses & Microswitches
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Figure 14. Micro Optical Switch

1.
2.

3.

4.

Summary
Miniaturization of machines and devices is an inevitable trend in technological
development in the new century.
There is a clear trend that microsystems technology will be further scaled down to the
nano level.
(1 nm = 10-3 μm = 10 shoulder-to-shoulder H2 atoms).
Despite the fact that many microelectronics technologies can be used to fabricate
silicon-based MEMS components, microsystems engineering requires the application of
principles involving multidiscipline in science and engineering.
Team effort involving multi-discipline of science and engineering is the key to success
for any MEMS industry.

Scaling Laws in Miniaturization
•

•

•

•

•
•

In this era of “think small,” one would intuitively simply scale down the size of all
components to a device to make it small. Unfortunately, the reality does not work
out that way.
It is true that nothing is there to stop one from downsizing the device components
to make the device small. There are, however, serious physical consequences of
scaling down many physical quantities.
This chapter will present, with a selected case, the scaling laws that will make
engineers aware of both positive and negative physical consequences of scaling
down machines and devices.
Micro Intuition
Linear extrapolation is easy but we are at a loss when considering the implications
that shrinking of length has on surface area to volume ratios and on the relative
strength of external forces
Micro intuition can be misleading.
Our aim is to develop a systematic approach about the likely behavior of
downsized systems so we do not need to rely on micro intuition alone.
15
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•
•

•

Scaling Laws
They allow us to determine whether physical phenomena will scale more
favorably or will scale poorly.
Generally, smaller things are less effected by volume dependent phenomena such
as mass and inertia, and are more effected by surface area dependent phenomena
such as contact forces or heat transfer.
As you decrease the size
• Friction > inertia
• Heat dissipation > Heat storage
• Electrostatic force > Magnetic Force
Scaling Laws Methods
● Scaling in Geometry
● Scaling in Rigid-Body Dynamics
● Scaling in Electrostatic Forces
● Scaling in Electromagnetic Forces
● Scaling in Electricity
● Scaling in Fluid Mechanics
● Scaling in Heat Transfer

WHY SCALING LAWS?
• Miniaturizing machines and physical systems are an ongoing effort in human
civilization.
• This effort has been intensified in recent years as market demands for:
Intelligent, Robust, Multi-functional and Low cost
• Consumer products has become stronger than ever.
• The only solution to produce these consumer products is to package many
components into the product – making it necessary to miniaturize each individual
component.
• Miniaturization of physical systems is a lot more than just scaling down device
components in sizes.
• Some physical systems either cannot be scaled down favorably, or cannot be scaled
down at all!
Scaling laws thus become the very first thing that any engineer would do in the design of
MEMS and microsystems.
Types of Scaling Laws
1. Scaling in Geometry:
Scaling of physical size of objects
2. Scaling of Phenomenological Behavior
Scaling of both size and material characterizations
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•
•
•

•

Scaling in Geometry
Volume (V) and surface (S) are two physical parameters that are frequently
involved in machine design.
Volume leads to the mass and weight of device components.
Volume relates to both mechanical and thermal inertia. Thermal inertia is a
measure on how fast we can heat or cool a solid. It is an important parameter in the
design of a thermally actuated device.
Surface is related to pressure and the buoyant forces in fluid mechanics. For
instance, surface pumping by using piezoelectric means is a practical way for
driving fluids flow in capillary conduits

When the physical quantity is to be miniaturized, the design engineer must weigh the
magnitudes of the possible consequences from the reduction on both the volume and surface
of the particular device.

Figure 15. Illustration of surface area to Volume ratio
From the above example it can be seen that Sv = 0.013
Conclusion: If a body changes size by a scale S, the volume changes by a scale S3.
The same can be shown for surface area. The surface area will change by scale S2.
Surface Area: Volume Ratio
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What are the implications of this?
Heat Storage α Volume
Heat Dissipation α surface Area
Buoyant Forces
From the example above: V1 = 1000 Units3
V2 = 0.001 Units3
V1 is 1000000 times greater than V2
If both cubes were heated to the same temperature, the smaller cube would contain 1000000
times less heat than the larger cube.
On the other hand, surface area is only 10,000 times less than the larger cube.
This will mean 100 times more heat dissipation on the smaller cube.
Volume relates, for example, to both mechanical and thermal inertia. Thermal inertia is a
measure on how fast we can heat or cool a solid. It is an important parameter in the design of
a thermally actuated devices.
Thermal Scaling
• Small object will loose heat rapidly, the dissipation of waste heat is not problematic in many
cases.
EXAMPLE:

Figure 16. Scaling in Geometry
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Scaling in Rigid-Body Dynamics
• Forces are required to make parts to move such as in the case of micro actuators.
• Power is the source for the generation of forces.
• An engineer needs to resolve the following issues when dealing with the design of a
dynamics system such as an actuator:
The required amount of a force to move a part,
How fast the desired movements can be achieved,
How readily a moving part can be stopped.

• The resolution to the above issues is on the inertia of the actuating part.
• The inertia of solid is related to its mass and the acceleration that is required to
initiate or stop the motion of a solid device component.
• In the case of miniaturizing these components, one needs to understand the effect of
reduction in the size on the power (P), force (F) or pressure (p), and the time (t)
required to deliver the motion.
• Rigid body dynamics is applied in the design of micro actuations and micro sensors,
e.g. micro accelerometers (inertia sensors).
• It is important to know how size (scaling) affects the required forces (F), and thus
power (P) in the performances of these devices.
• The dynamic force (F) acting on a rigid body in motion with acceleration (a) (or
deceleration) can be computed from Newton’s 2nd law: F = M a
• The acceleration (a) in the Newton’s law can be expressed in the following way in
scaling:
Let the displacement of the rigid body, s ∝ (ℓ), in which ℓ = linear scale.
But velocity, v = s/t, and hence v ∝ (ℓ)t-1, in which t is the required time.
From particle kinematics, we have:

where Vo = the initial velocity.
By letting Vo = 0, we may express:

Thus, the scaling of dynamic force, F is:

Trimmer Force Scaling Vector
William Trimmer in 1989 defined a force scaling vector, F as:
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He was able to relate this vector with other pertinent parameters in dynamics as:

In which “order” means the index, α in the scaling of a quantity in linear dimension,
i.e. (ℓ)α. For example: Weight, W ∝ V (= (ℓ)3 for order 3); Pressure, P ∝ 1/A (= (ℓ)-2 for
order 2). The +ve or–ve sign of the order indicates proportional or reverse proportional in
scaling.
● Power density (P/Vo):
When scaling down a MEMS or a microsystem, one must make sure that the power
used to drive the device or system is properly scaled down too.
● In the design practice, power density, rather than power, is used.
● Power is defined as energy produced or spent by the device per unit time, and
energy is related to work, which is equals to the force required to move a mass by a
distance. Mathematically, these relationships can be expressed as:

in which, F = force, s = the displacement of the mass moved by the force, and
t = time during which the energy is produced or consumed.
The power density:
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Example:
Estimate the associate changes in the acceleration (a) and the time (t) and the power supply
(P) to actuate a MEMS component if its weight is reduced by a factor of 10.
Solution:
Since W ∝ V (= (ℓ)3, so it involves Order 3 scaling, from the table for scaling of dynamic
forces, we get:
● There will be no reduction in the acceleration (ℓ0).
● There will be (ℓ0.5 ) = (10)0.5 = 3.16 reduction in the time to complete the motion.
● There will be (ℓ0.5 ) = 3.16 times reduction in power density (P/Vo).
The reduction of power consumption is 3.16 Vo. Since the volume of the component is
reduced by a factor of 10, the power consumption after scaling down reduces by: P = 3.16/10
= 0.3 times.

Scaling in Electrostatic Forces

Figure 17a) Scaling in Electrostatic Forces
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Figure 17b) Scaling in Electrostatic Forces
So, we may conclude that electrostatic forces:
Fd, FW, and FL ∝
Scaling: A 10 times reduction in electrode linear dimensions
→ 102 = 100 times reduction in the magnitude of the electrostatic forces.

Scaling in Electromagnetic Forces
Electromagnetic forces are the principal actuation forces in macroscale, or traditional motors
and actuators.
Working principle:
An electromagnetic force, F is generated when a conducting wire with passing electric
current, I subjected to an emf is exposed to a magnetic field B with a flux, dΦ as illustrated:

•

•

•

Figure 18. Electromagnetic force
Faraday’s law governs the induced force (or a motion) in the wire under the influence
of a magnetic field. One may find that the scaling of electromagnetic force follows F
∝ l4, in which l = L, the length of the conducting wire.
What the above scaling means is that reducing the wire length by half (1/2) would
result in reduction of F by 24 = 16 times, whereas the reduction of electrostatic force
with similar reduction of size would result in a factor of 2 x 2 = 4.
This is the reason why electromagnetic forces are NOT commonly used in MEMS and
microsystems as preferred actuation force.
22
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Scaling in Electricity
Electric resistance

Figure 19. Resistor

in which ρ, L and A are respective electric resistivity of the material, the length
and across-sectional area of the conductor.
As the resistor is scaled down by scale factor, its resistance increases as ɭ1
Resistive power loss

where V is the applied voltage
Electric field energy

where ε is the permittivity of dielectric, and E is the electric field strength
Ratio of power loss to available power

Electric
Quantity

Index

Current, i
Voltage, V
Resistance, R
Capacitance, C
Inductance, L
Power, P

2
1
-1
1
1
2
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Scaling in Fluid Mechanics

Scaling in Heat Conduction
Two concerns in heat flows in MEMS:
A. How conductive the solid becomes when it is scaling down?
This issue is related to thermal conductivity of solids.
Equation indicates the thermal conductivity, k to be:

B. How fast heat can be conducted in solids:
This issue is related to Fourier number defined as:

Scaling: A 10 times reduction in size
→ 10 x 10 = 100-time reduction in time to heat the solid.

Benefits of Scaling
• Speed (Frequency increase, Thermal Time constraints reduce)
• Power Consumption (actuation energy reduce, heating power reduces)
• Robustness (g-force resilience increases)
• Economy (batch fabrication)
24
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UNIT 2
UNIT II

MICRO SENSORS

Introduction – Micro sensors: Bio medical sensors and Biosensors – Chemical sensors –
Optical sensors – Pressure sensors – Thermal sensors, Acoustic wave sensors.
Theory
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is the integration of mechanical
elements,
sensors, actuators, and electronics on a common silicon substrate through microfabrication
technology.
Minute sensors are expected to detect a variety of signals associated with:
Accelerations (velocity and forces), Biological and biomedical, Chemical Forces (e.g., micro
accelerometers and gyroscopes) Optical, Pressure, Thermal (temperatures), etc.
Input samples may be a motion of solid, pressurized liquids or gases, biological and chemical
substances. Instead, electrostatic, thermal, piezoelectric, and shape-memory alloys are
extensively used in Micro actuators

Detecting Signals
Figure 1. MEMS Sensor
Thermal--temperature, heat, heat flow
Mechanical--force, pressure, velocity, acceleration, position
Chemical--concentration, composition, reaction rate
Magnetic--field intensity, flux density, magnetization
Optic--intensity, wavelength, polarization, phase
Electrical--voltage, current, charge
Working Principles of Micro Sensors

Usable Signals
Electrical voltage, current

Figure 2. MEMS based Micro Sensor
Micro sensors are built to sense the existence and the intensity of certain
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physical,chemical, or biological quantities, such as temperature, pressure, force, sound, light,
nuclearradiation, magnetic flux, and chemical compositions. There are many different types
ofmicrosensors developed for a variety of applications, and they are widely used in
industry,Common sensors include biosensors, chemical sensors, optical sensors, and thermal
andpressure sensors. There are many other types of microsensors that are either available in
themarketplace or being developed. They include chemical sensors for detecting chemicals
ortoxic gases such as CO, CO2, NO, O3, and NH3, etc. either from exhaust from a
combustionor a fabrication process, or from the environment for air quality control.

Acoustic Wave Sensors
The principal application of an acoustic wave sensor is to measure chemical
compositions in a gas. These sensors generate acoustic waves by converting mechanical
energy to electrical. Acoustic wave devices are also used to actuate fluid flow in microfluidic
systems. Actuation energy for this type of sensor is provided by two principal mechanisms:
piezoelectric and magneto strictive.
Acoustic wave sensor does not relate to the sensing of acoustic waves transmitted in
solids or other media, as the name implies. Primary application of these sensors is to act like
“band filters” in mobile telephones and base stations.
Other applications include:
● Sensing of torques and tire pressures
● Sensing biological and chemical substances
● Sensing vapors, humidity and temperature
● Monitor fluid flow in microfluidics

●
●

●
●
●

Figure 3. Acoustic Wave Sensors
2 sets of “Interdigital Transducers” (IDT) are created on a piezoelectric layer attached to a
tiny substrate as shown
Energize by an AC source to the “Input IDT” will close and open the gaps of the finger
electrodes, and thus surface deformation/ stresses transmitting through the piezo- electric
material
The surface deformation/stresses will cause the change of finger electrodes in the “Output
IDT”
Any change of material properties (chemical attacks) or geometry due to torques will alter
the I/O between the “Input IDT” and “Output IDT.”
The sensing of contact environment or pressure can thus be accomplished
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BioMEMS
The term “BioMEMS” has been a popular terminology in the MEMS industry in
recent years due to the many break-through in this technology, which many believe to be a
viable lead to mitigate the sky-rocketing costs in healthcare costs in many industrialized
countries.
BioMEMS include the following three major areas:
(1) Biosensors for identification and measurement of biological substances,
(2) Bio instruments and surgical tools, and
(3) Bioanalytical systems for testing and diagnoses. Systems for biotesting and analysis
for quick, accurate, and low-cost testing of biological substances.
Major Technical Issues in BioMEMS Products
● Functionality for the intended biomedical operations.
● Adaptive to existing instruments and equipment.
● Compatibility with biological systems of the patients.
● Controllability, mobility, and easy navigation for operations such as those
required in laparoscope's surgery.
● Fabrication of MEMS structures with high aspect ratio (defined as the ratio of the
dimensions in the depth of the structure to the dimensions of the surface)
Note: - Almost all bio MEMS products are subjected to the approval for marketing by the
FDA (Food and Drug Administration) of the US government.
There are generally two types of sensors used in biomedicine:
1. Biomedical sensors and
2. Biosensors.

Biomedical Sensors and Biosensors
These sensors are extensively used in medical diagnosis, environmental
protection, drug discovery and delivery, etc.

Bio medical Sensors
For the measurements of biological substances in the sample and also for medical
diagnosis purposes.
Input signal: Biological sample (e.g., blood samples or body fluids typically in
minute amount in µL or nL)
Micro sensing element: a chemical that reacts with the sample.
Transduction unit: the product of whatever the chemical reactions between the sample and
the chemical in the sensing element will convert itself into electrical signal (e.g., in milli
volts, mV).
Output signal: The converted electrical signal usually in mV.
Example of a biomedical sensor:
A sensor for measuring the glucose concentration of a patient. It’s used to measure
biological substances as well as for medical diagnosis purposes. The miniaturized biomedical
sensors have many advantages like they need minute amount of samples and can perform
analyses much faster. Electrochemical sensors work on the principle that certain biological
substances, such as glucose in human blood can release certain elements by chemical
reaction, these elements can alter the electricity flow pattern in the sensor, which can be
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readily detected, a small sample of blood is introduced to a sensor with a polyvinyl alcohol
solution. Two electrodes are present in the sensor; a platinum film electrode and a thin
Ag/AgCl film is shown in figure 4. The chemical reaction takes place between the glucose
and the oxygen in the polyvinyl alcohol solution
Glucose + 02 → gluconolactone + H2O2
The H2O2 produced by this chemical reaction is electrolyzed by applying a potential
to the platinum electrode, with production of positive hydrogen ions, which will flow toward
this electrode. The amount of glucose concentration in the blood sample can thus be measured
by measuring the current flow between the electrodes

Figure 4. Biomedical sensor tor measuring glucose concentration
Working principle:
● The glucose in patient’s blood sample reacts with the O2 in the polyvinyl alcohol
solution and produces H2O2.
● The H2 in H2O2 migrates toward Pt film in a electrolysis process, and builds up layers
at that electrode.
● The difference of potential between the two electrodes due to the build-up of H2 in the
Pt electrode relates to the amount of glucose in the blood sample.
Biosensors
These sensors work on the principle of interactions between the biomolecules in the
sample and the analyte (usually in solution) in the sensor.
Biosensors work on the principle of the interaction of the analytes that need to be
detected with biologically derived biomolecules, such as enzymes of certain forms,
antibodies, and other forms of protein. These biomolecules, when attached to the sensing
elements, can alter the output signals of the sensors when they interact with the analyte.
Figure5 illustrates how these sensors are made to function. Proper selection of biomolecules
for sensing elements (chemical, optical, etc., as indicated in the right box in the figure) can be
used for the detection of specific analyte.
Signal transduction is carried out by the sensing element as shown below:
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Figure 5. Schematic of biosensors
Simple Analyte system:
A simple analyte system used in biotesting and analysis uses a capillary
electrophoresis (CE) network, as illustrated in Figure 6. It consists of two capillary tubes of
diameter in the order of 30μm. The sample injection reservoir A and the analyte waste
reservoir A' is connected and the other longer channel is connected to the buffer solvent
reservoirs B and B’. A sample containing the species S1, S2, S3 with different electroosmotic mobilities is injected into A. Applying an electric field between terminals A and A’
prompts the flow of the injected samples from A to A’. A congregation of the sample forms at
the intersection of the two channels because of higher resistance to the flow at that location A
high voltage electric field is then switched to the terminals B and B' This electric field can
drive the congregated sample in the buffer solvent to flow from reservoir B to B'. The species
in the sample can separate in this portion of the flow because of their inherent differences in
electro-osmotic mobility.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of a capillary electrophoresis system

Chemical Sensors
Work on simple principles of chemical reactions between the sample, e.g., O2 and the
sensing materials, e.g., a metal. Signal transduction is the changing of the physical properties
of the sensing materials after specific type of chemical reactions.
Chemical sensors are used to sense particular chemical compounds, such as various
gas species. The working principle of this type of sensor is Significant oxide layer builds up
over the metal surface can change material properties such as the electrical resistance of the
metal. Measuring the change of electrical resistance in a metallic material as a result of the
chemical reaction of oxidation. The presence of oxygen as detected by a chemical sensor by
natural oxidation of a metal, and the physical sizes of the samples are on the microscale.
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There are four (4) common types of chemical sensors:
(1) Chemiresistor sensors.
(2) Chemicapacitor sensors.
(3) Chemimechanical sensors.
(4) Metal oxide gas sensors
1. Chemiresistor sensors.
Organic polymers are used with embedded metal inserts. These polymers change the
electric conductivity of metal when it is exposed to certain gases. For an example, a special
polymer called phthalocyanine is used with copper to sense ammonia (NH3) and nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) gases.
2. Chemicapacitor sensors.
Some polymers can be used as the dielectric material in a capacitor. The exposure of
these polymers to certain gases can alter the dielectric constant of the material, which in turn
changes the capacitance between the metal electrodes. An example is to use polyphenyl
acetylene (PPA) to sense gas species such as CO, CO2, N2. and CH4

Figure 7. Working Principle of Chemical Sensors
3. Chemimechanical sensors:
There are certain materials, e.g., polymers, that change shape when they are exposed
to chemicals (including moisture). Such chemicals can be found by measuring the change of
the dimensions of the material. An example of such sensor is a moisture sensor using pyraline
P1-2722.
4. Metal oxide gas sensors:
This type of sensor works on a principle similar to that of chemiresistor sensors. Several
semiconducting metals, such as Sn02, change their electric resistance after absorbing certain
gases. The process is faster when heat is applied to enhance their activity of the measurand
gases and the transduction semiconducting metals. Figure 8 illustrates a microsensor based on
the semiconducting material Sn02.
Sensing materials: certain semiconducting materials, e.g., SnO2 change their electrical
resistance when exposed to certain chemicals.
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Figure 8. A typical metal oxide gas sensor
Available metal oxide gas sensors
Semiconducting Catalyst Additives
Metals

Gas to be Detected

BaTiO3/CuO

La2O3, CaCO3

CO2

SnO2

Pt + Sb

CO

SnO2

Pt

Alcohols

SnO2

Sb2O3

H2, O2, H2S

SnO2

CuO

H2S

ZnO

V, Mo

Halogenated hydrocarbons

WO3

Pt

NH3

Fe2O3

Ti-doped + Au

CO

Ga2O3

Au

CO

MoO3

None

NO2, CO

In2O3

None

O3

Optical Sensors
● These sensors are used to detect the intensity of lights.
● It works on the principle of energy conversion between the photons in the incident
light beams and the electrons in the sensing materials.
Devices that can convert optical signals into electronic output have been developed and
utilized in many consumer products such as television. Micro-optical sensors have been
developed to sense the intensity of light. Solid-state materials that provide strong photon
electron interactions are used as the sensing materials. Figure 9 illustrates the four
fundamental optical sensing devices
The following four (4) types of optical sensors are available:
The photovoltaic junction in Figure 9a) can produce an electric potential when the
more transparent substrate of semiconductor A is subjected to incident photon energy. The
produced voltage can be measured from the change of electrical resistance in the circuit by an
electrical bridge circuit. Figure 9b) illustrates a special material that changes its electrical
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resistance when it is exposed to light. The photodiodes in Figure 9c) are made of p- and ndoped semiconductor layers. The phototransistors in Figure 9d) are made up of p-, n-, and pdoped layers. As illustrated in these figures, incident photon energy can be converted into
electric current output from these devices. All the devices illustrated in Figure 9 can be
miniaturized in size and have extremely short response time in generating electrical signals.
They are excellent candidates for micro-optical sensors.
Selection of materials for optical sensors is principally based on quantum efficiency,
which is a material's ability to generate electron-hole pairs (electron output) from input
photons. Semiconducting materials such as silicon (Si) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) are
common materials used for optical sensors. GaAs has superior quantum efficiency and thus
higher gains in the output, but is more costly to produce. Alkali metals such as lithium (Li),
sodium (Na), potassium (K), and rubidium (Rb) are also used for this type of sensor. The
most commonly used alkali metal is cesium (Cs).

Figure 9. Optical sensing devices
Silicon (Si) and Gallium arsenide (GaAs) are common sensing materials. GaAs has higher
electron mobility than Si- thus higher quantum efficiency.
Other materials, e.g. Lithium (Li), Sodium (Na), Potassium (K) and Rubidium (Rb) are used
for this purpose.

Pressure Sensors
● Micro pressure sensors are used to monitor and measure minute gas pressure in
environments or engineering systems, e.g. automobile intake pressure to the engine.
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● They are among the first MEMS devices ever developed and produced for “real
world” applications.
● Micro pressure sensors work on the principle of mechanical bending of thin silicon
diaphragm by the contact air or gas pressure.
These sensors function on the principle of mechanical deformation and stresses of thin
diaphragms induced by the measurand pressure. Mechanically induced diaphragm
deformation and stresses are then converted into electrical signal output through several
means of transduction.
There are generally two types of pressure sensor: absolute and gage pressure sensors.
The absolute pressure sensor has an evacuated cavity on one side of the diaphragm. The
measured pressure is the "absolute" value with vacuum as the reference pressure. In the
gage pressure type, no evacuation is necessary.

Figure 10. Cross sections of micro pressure sensors
There are two different ways to apply pressure to the diaphragm. With back side
pressurization, as illustrated in Figure 10a) there is no interference with signal transducer,
such
as a piezo resistor, that is normally implanted at the top surface of the diaphragm. The other
way of pressurization, i.e., front-side pressurization, Figure 10b) is used only under very
special circumstances because of the interference of the pressurizing medium with the signal
transducer.
The sensing element is usually made of thin silicon die varying in size from a few
micrometers to a few millimeters square. A cavity is created from one side of the die by
means
of a microfabrication technique. The top surface of the cavity forms the thin diaphragm that
deforms under the applied pressure from the measurand fluid. The thickness of the silicon
diaphragm usually varies from a few micrometers to tens of micrometers. A constraint base
made of metal (called a header) or ceramic (Pyrex glass is a common material) supports the
silicon die. The deformation of the diaphragm by the applied pressure is transduced into
electrical signals by various transduction techniques, as will be described later in this section.
The assembly of the sensing elements as shown in Figure 10, together with the signal
transduction element is then packaged into a robust casing made of metal, ceramic, or plastic
with proper passivation of the die.
● The strains associated with the deformation of the diaphragm are measured by tiny
“piezo resistors” placed in “strategic locations” on the diaphragm.
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● These tiny piezo resistors are made from doped silicon. They work on the similar
principle as “foil strain gauges” with much smaller sizes (in µm), but have much
higher sensitivities and resolutions.

R1, R3 = resistance induced by longitudinal and transverse stresses
R2, R4 = reference resistors
Figure 11. Micro Pressure sensor Assembly
Figure 11 schematically illustrates a packaged pressure sensor, the top view of the
silicon die shows four piezo resistors (R1, R2, R3, and R4, implanted beneath the surface of
the silicon die. These piezo resistors convert the stresses induced in the silicon diaphragm by
the applied pressure into a change of electrical resistance, which is then converted into
voltage output by a Wheatstone bridge circuit as shown in the figure 11.
The piezo resistors are essentially miniaturized semiconductor strain gages, which
can produce the change of electrical resistance induced by mechanical stresses. In the case
illustrated in Figure 11, the resistors R1 and R3 are elongated the stresses induced by the
applied pressure. Such elongation causes an increase of electrical resistance in these resistors,
whereas the resistors, R2 and R4, experience the opposite resistance change. These changes
of resistance as induced by the applied measurand pressure are measured from the
Wheatstone bridge in the dynamic deflection operation mode as

Where 𝑣0, and 𝑣in, are respectively measured voltage and supplied voltage to the Wheatstone
bridge
Other ways of transducing the deformation of the diaphragm to electronic output signals are
available, e.g., is shown in figure 12.
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Figure 12 Pressure Sensors
Two Common Types of Micro Pressure Sensors
Sensors using piezo resistors:
• Small in size
• Linear I/O relation
• · Temperature sensitive
Sensors using capacitances:
• Tends to be bulky ·
• Suited for elevated temperature application
• Nolinear I/O relations
• Lower cost
Nonlinear I/O with plate pressure sensors using electrodes
Electric Circuit Bridge for converting capacitance changes to voltage output:

Figure 13. Pressure sensors using electrodes
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Major problems in pressure sensors are in the system packaging and protection of the
diaphragm from the contacting pressurized media, which are often corrosive, erosive, and at
high temperatures.

Thermal Sensors
● Thermal sensors are used to monitor, or measure temperature in an environment or of
an engineering system.
● Common thermal sensors involve thermocouples and thermopiles.
● Thermal sensors work on the principle of the electromotive forces (emf) generated by
heating the junction made by dissimilar materials (beads)
Thermocouples are the most common transducer used to sense heat. They operate on
the principle of electromotive force (emf) produced at the open ends of two dissimilar
metallic wires when the junction of the wires (called the bead) is heated. The temperature
rises at the junction due to heating can be correlated to the magnitude of the produced emf, or
voltage. These wires and the junction can be made very small in size.
By introducing an additional junction in the thermocouple circuit, as shown in Figure
14.b, and exposing that junction to a different temperature than the other, one would induce a
temperature gradient in the circuit itself. This arrangement of thermocouples with both hot
and cold junctions can produce the Seebeck effect. The voltage generated by the
thermocouple can be evaluated by V = βΔT in which β is the Seebeck coefficient and ΔT is
the temperature difference between the hot and cold junctions. The coefficient β depends on
the thermocouple wire materials and the range of temperature measurements.

(a) A thermocouple

(b) A dual junction thermocouple

Figure 14. Schematics of thermocouples
The generated voltage (V) by a temperature rise at the bead (∆T) is:
V = β ΔT
where β = Seebeck coefficient
The Seebeck coefficients for various thermocouples are:
Type

Wire Materials

SeebeckCoefficient
(mV/oC)

Range (oC)

Range (mV)

E

Chromel/Constantan

58.70 at 0oC

-270 to 1000

-9.84 to 76.36

J

Iron/Constantan

50.37 at 0oC

-210 to 1200

-8.10 to 69.54
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K

Chromel/Alumel

39.48 at 0oC

-270 to 1372

-6.55 to 54.87

R

Platinum (10%)-Rh/Pt

10.19 at 600oC

-50 to 1768

-0.24 to 18.70

T

Copper/Constantan

38.74 at 0oC

-270 to 400

-6.26 to 20.87

S

Pt (13%)-Rh/Pt

11.35 at 600oC

-50 to 1768

-0.23 to 21.11

Common thermocouples are of K and T types
One serious drawback of thermocouples for micro thermal transducers is that the output
of thermocouples decreases as the size of the wires and the beads is reduced. Thermocouples
alone are thus not ideal for microthermal sensors. A micro thermopile is a more realistic
solution for miniaturized heat sensing. Thermopiles operate with both hot and cold junctions,
but they are arranged with thermocouples in parallel and voltage output in series. Materials for
thermopile wires are the same as those used in thermo-couples- copper/constantan (type T),
chrome/alumel (type K)
Thermopiles are made of connecting a series of thermocouples in parallel:

Figure 15. Thermopiles
The induced voltage (∆V) by the temperature change at the hot junction (∆T) is:
ΔV = N β ΔT
with N = number of thermocouple pairs in the thermopile.
A micro thermal sensor:
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Figure16. Schematic of a micro thermopile
The overall dimension of the silicon chip on which the thermopile was built is 3.6 mm X 3.6
mm X 20 μm thick. A typical output signal of 100 mV was obtained from a 500 K blackbody
radiation source of Q= 0.29 mW/cm2 with a response time of about 50 ms.
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UNIT 3
UNIT III

MICRO ACTUATORS

Micro Actuation: Actuation using thermal Forces, Piezo electric crystals, Electro static forces.
SMA based Micro actuators, Micro actuators: Micro grippers, Micro motors, Micro valves,
Micro pumps, Micro accelerometers – Micro fluidics.
THEORY

Figure 1. Micro actuators
The actuator is a very significant part of a microsystem that involves motion. Four principal
means are commonly used for actuating motions of microdevices:
Actuating Means
Thermal force
Shape memory alloy
Piezoelectric crystal
Electrostatic force
An actuator is designed to deliver a desired motion when it is driven by a power source.
The driving power for actuators varies, depending on the specific applications. An on/off switch
in an electric circuit can be activated by the deflection of a bimetallic strip as a result of
resistance heating of the strip by electric current.
Working Principles for Micro actuators:

Figure.2 MEMS as a Micro actuator.

Power supply: Electrical current or voltage
Transduction unit: To covert the appropriate form of the power supply into the desired form
of actions of the actuating element
Actuating element: A material or component that moves with the power supply
Output action: Usually in a prescribed motion
Figure 2. Illustrates the functional relationship between the actuating element and the
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transduction unit in a Micro actuator. The transduction unit converts the input power supply
into a form such as voltage for a transducer, which functions as the actuating element.

Figure.3 MEMS using electrostatic actuation

One popular actuation method involves electrostatic forces generated by charged
parallel conducting plates, or electrodes separated by a dielectric material such as air. The
application of input voltage to the plates (i.e., the electrodes in a capacitor) can result in
electrostatic forces that prompt relative motion of these plates in the normal direction of
aligned
plates or parallel movement for misaligned plates. These motions are set to accomplish the
required actions. Electrostatic actuation is used in many Micro actuators. One such
application
is in a microgripper Si shown in figure 3.

1.

Actuation Using Thermal Forces

Solids deform when they are subjected to a temperature change (ΔT). A solid rod with a
length L will extend its length by ΔL = αΔT, in which
α = coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) – a material property.
When two materials with distinct CTE bond together and is subjected to a temperature
change, the compound material will change its geometry as illustrated below with a
compound beam.

Figure 4. Thermal actuation of dissimilar materials

These compound beams are commonly used as microswitches and relays in MEMS products.
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2.
•

Actuation Using Shape Memory Alloys (SMA)
Micro actuation can be produced more accurately and effectively by using shape
memory alloys (SMA) such as Nitinol or, TiNi alloys. They tend to return to their
original shape at a preset temperature.
An SMA strip originally in a bent shape at a designed preset temperature T is
attached to a silicon cantilever beam. The beam is set straight at room temperature.
Heating the beam with the attached SMA strip to the temperature T would prompt
the strip's memory" to return to its original bent shape.
The deformation of the SMA strip causes the attached silicon beam to deform with
the strip, and micro actuation of the beam is thus achieved. This type of actuation
has been used extensively in micro rotary actuators, micro joints and robots, and
micro springs
SMA is the materials that have a “memory” of their original geometry (shape) at a
typically, elevated temperature of production.
These alloys are deformed into different geometry at typically room temperature.
The deformed SMA structures will return to their original shapes when they are
heated to the elevated temperature at their productions.
Ti-Ni is a common SMA.
A microswitch actuated with SMA:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Figure 5. Micro actuation using shape memory alloys

3.

Actuation Using Piezoelectric Crystals

The piezoelectric effect can be used in both sensors and actuators. In piezoelectric
actuation, the electrically induced displacement (or strain) is proportional to the applied
potential difference. Despite small displacements, relatively high forces (in the region of tens
of MPa) can be achieved using lower voltages than those required for comparable
electrostatic actuation. It should be noted, however, that it is dependent on the geometry of
the device components. The main disadvantages of piezoelectric actuation include the high
complexity of fabrication, as well as small actuation displacements. Larger displacements can
be achieved using multiple piezoelectric layers known as piezoelectric bimorphs. Most
MEMS piezoelectric actuation is used where small strains are required (for example, the tip
of a scanning tunneling microscope)
A certain crystal, e.g., quartz exhibits an interesting behavior when subjected to a
mechanical deformation or an electric voltage. This behavior may be illustrated as follows:
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Figure 6. The piezoelectric effect.

This peculiar behavior makes piezoelectric crystals an ideal candidate for micro actuation as
illustrated in the following case:
A micro relay or micro-electrical switch

Figure 7. A micro relay Actuator using a piezoelectric crystal

4.

Actuation Using Electrostatic Forces

Electrostatic forces are used as the driving forces for many actuators. Accurate
assessment of electrostatic forces is an essential part of the design of many micromotors and
actuators
Coulomb's Law- Electrostatic force F is defined as the electrical force of repulsion or
attraction induced by an electric field E.
Electrostatic Force between Two Particles – The Coulomb’s Law:

Figure 8. Actuation using Electrostatic Forces
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The attraction or repulsive force:

where ε = permittivity of the medium between the two particles
= 8.85 x 10-12 C2/N-m2 or 8.85 pF/m in vacuum (= εo)
r = Distance between the particles (m)
The fundamental actuation principle behind electrostatic actuators is the attraction of
two oppositely charged plates. Their use is extensive in MEMS devices since it is relatively
simple to fabricate closely spaced gaps with conductive plates on opposite sides. For a
parallel plate capacitor, the energy (W) stored at a given voltage (V) can be calculated.
Figure 21 represents two charged plates separated by a dielectric material (i.e., an
electric insulating material) with a gap d. The plates become electrically charged when an
electromotive force (emf), of voltage, is applied to the plates. This action will induce
capacitance in the charged plates, which can be expressed as

where A is the area of the plates and 𝜀r, is the relative permittivity
Electrostatic Force Normal to Two Electrically Charged Plates:

Figure. 9. Electric potential in two parallel plates
● The induced capacitance, C is:

● The induced normal force, Fd is:

in which εr= relative permittivity of the dielectric material between the two plates
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Electrostatic Force Parallel to Two Misaligned Electrically Charged Plates:

Figure 10. Electrostatic forces on misaligned parallel plates
● Force in the “Width” direction:

● Force in the “Length” direction:

Comb-drive-type actuators make use of a large number of fine interdigitated fingers that are
actuated by applying a voltage between them (Figure 31). As the capacitance is related to
area, the greater the number of fingers, the larger the force that can be generated by the
actuator.

Figure 11. Comb-drive electrostatic actuator concept
Electrostatic rotary motors are another good example of the success of MEMS
sacrificial oxide/polysilicon techniques. They rely on a central freely-moving rotor with
surrounding capacitive plates that can be driven in the correct phase to cause the rotor to turn.
Harmonic or ‘wobble’ motors rely on the principle of a rotor turning in a slightly larger stator
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ring, such that it ‘wobbles’ around the central axis as it rotates (Figure 32). Reduction of
sliding friction and increased electrostatic forces can be achieved with these motors.

Figure 12. A MEMS electrostatic ‘wobble’ motor

Applications of Micro actuations
Microgrippers:
The electrostatic forces generated in parallel charged plates can be used as the driving
forces for gripping objects, as illustrated in Figure. As it shows, the required gripping forces
in a gripper can be provided either by normal forces (Figure 13 a) or by the in-plane forces
from pairs of misaligned plates (Figure 13 b)

Figure 13(a,b). Gripping forces in a Microgripper
A Typical Microgripper with “Comb drive” Actuators:
The arrangement that uses normal gripping forces from parallel plates, Figure 14 a,
appears to be simple in practice. A major disadvantage of this arrangement, however, is the
excessive space that the electrodes occupy in a microgripper. Consequently, it is rarely used.
The other arrangement, with multiple pairs of misaligned plates, is commonly used in
microdevices.
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Figure 14. Schematic diagram of a microgripper

This arrangement is frequently referred to as the “comb drive”. comb drive is used in the
construction of the microgripper illustrated in Figure 14. The gripping action at the tip of the
gripper is initiated by applying a voltage across the plates attached to the drive arms and the
closure arm. The electrostatic force generated by these pairs of misaligned plates tends to align
them, causing the drive arms to bend, which in turn closes the extension arms for gripping.
These microgrippers can be adapted to micromanipulators or robots in micromanufacturing
processes or microsurgery. The length of the gripper produced was 400µm. It had a tip opening
of 10µm

Micromotors:
There are two types of micromotors that are used in micromachines and devices:
Linear motors and rotary motors. The actuation forces for micromotors are primarily
electrostatic forces. The sliding force generated in pairs of electrically energized misaligned
plates, prompts the required relative motion in a linear motor.
The working principle is based on the linear motion between two sets of parallel base
plates. Each of the two sets of base plates contains a number of electrodes made of electric
conducting plates. All these electrodes have a length W
Unlike traditional motors, the driving forces for micro motors is primarily the parallel
electrostatic forces between pairs of misaligned electrically charged plates (electrodes), as will
be demonstrated in the following two cases:
Linear stepping motors:
● Two sets of electrodes in the form of plates separated by dielectric material (e.g. quartz
film).
● One electrode set is fixed and the other may slide over with little friction.
● The two sets have slightly different pitch between electrodes
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Figure 15. Working principle of electrostatic micromotors
● Energize the set A-A’ will generate a force pulling A’ over A due to initial
misalignment.
● Once A and A’ are aligned, the pair B and B’ become misaligned.
● Energize the misaligned B-B’ will generate electrostatic force pulling B’ over B.
● It is now with C’ and C being misaligned.
● Energize C’ and C will produce another step movement of the moving set over the
stationary set.
● Repeat the same procedure will cause continuous movements of the moving sets
● The step size of the motion = w/3, or the size of preset mismatch of the pitch between
the two electrode sets.
Rotary stepping motors:
● Involve two sets of electrodes- one set for the rotor and the other for the stator.
● Dielectric material between rotor and stator is air.
● There is preset mismatch of pitches of the electrodes in the two sets.
● Working principle of this rotary motor is similar to that in linear motors.
A micro motor produced by Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, Germany:

Figure 16. Schematic of a micro rotary motor
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MICROVALVES:
●
●
●
●
●
●

A special microvalve designed by Jerman in 1990.
Circular in geometry, with diaphragm of 2.5 mm in diameter x 10 µm thick.
The valve is actuated by thermal force generated by heating rings.
Heating ring is made of aluminum films 5 µm thick.
The valve has a capacity of 300 cm3/min at a fluid pressure of 100 psig.
Power consumption is 1.5 W.

Figure 17 Schematic diagram of a micro valve
Microvalves are primarily used in industrial systems that require precision control of gas
flow for manufacturing processes, or in biomedical applications such as in controlling the blood
flow in an artery. These valves are used as a principal component in microfluidic systems for
precision analysis and separation of constituents. Microvalves operate on the principles of micro
actuation is shown in Figure 17. The heating of the two electrical resistor rings attached to the
top diaphragm can cause a downward movement to close the passage of flow. Removal of heat
from the diaphragm opens the valve again to allow the fluid to flow. The diaphragm is 2.5 mm
in diameter and is 10 μm thick. The heating rings are made of aluminum 5 μm thick. The valve
has a capacity of 300 cm3/min at a fluid pressure up to 100 psi, and 1.5 W of power is required
to close the valve at 25 psig pressure.

MICROPUMPS:
Electrostatically actuated micropump:
● An electrostatic actuated pump in 1992.
● The pump is of square geometry with 4 mm x 4mm x 25 µm thick.
● The gap between the diaphragm and the electrode is 4 µm.
● Pumping rate is 70 µL/min at 25 Hz.
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Figure18. Micro pump
Piezoelectrically actuated pump:
● An effective way to pump fluid through capillary tubes.
● Tube wall is flexible.
● Outside tube wall is coated with piezoelectric crystal film, e.g. ZnO with aluminum
interdigital transducers (IDTs).
● Radio-frequency voltage is applied to the IDTs, resulting in mechanical squeezing in
section of the tube (similar to the squeezing of toothpaste)
● Smooth flow with “uniform” velocity profile across the tube cross section.

Figure19. Piezoelectrically actuated pump

MICROACCELEROMETERS
•
•
•

Accelerometer is an instrument that measures the acceleration (or deceleration) of a moving
solid.
Micro accelerometers are used to detect the associated dynamic forces in a mechanical
system in motion. These accelerometers are widely used in the automotive industry
For example, acceleration sensors in the ±2g range are used in a car's suspension system
and
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•

antilock braking system (ABS), whereas ±50g range acceleration sensors are used to
actuate air bags for driver and passenger safety in event of collision with another vehicle or
obstacles.
The notation g represents the gravitational acceleration, with a numerical value of 32 ft/S2
or 9.81 m/s2.

Figure 20. Typical arrangement of an accelerometer
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Principal components of an accelerometer are a mass supported by springs.
The mass is often attached to a dashpot that provides the necessary damping effect.
The spring and the dashpot are in turn attached to a casing, as illustrated in Figure.20
In the case of micro accelerometers, significantly different arrangements are necessary
because of the very limited space available in microdevices.
A minute silicon beam with an attached mass (often called a seismic mass) constitutes a
spring mass system, and the air in the surrounding space is used to produce the damping
effect.
The structure that supports the mass acts as the spring. A typical micro accelerometer is
illustrated in Figure.21. The mass is attached to a cantilever beam or plate, which is used as
a spring.
A piezo resistor is implanted on the beam or plate to measure the deformation of the
attached
mass, from which the amplitudes and thus the acceleration of the vibrating mass can be
correlated.
Since acceleration (or deceleration) is related to the driving dynamic force that causes the
vibration of the solid body to which the casing is attached, accurate measurement of
acceleration can thus enable engineers to measure the applied dynamic force.
It is not surprising to find that micro accelerometers are widely used as a trigger to activate
airbags in automobiles in an event of collision, and also to sense the excessive vibration of
the chassis of a vehicle from its suspension system.
There are many different types of accelerometers available commercially. Signal
transducers used in micro accelerometers include piezoelectric piezoresistive, capacitive,
and resonant members

Examples of Micro accelerometers
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•
•

The instantaneous displacement of the mass y(t) induced by the attached moving solid body
is measured and recorded with respect to time, t.
The associated velocity, V(t) and the acceleration α(t) may be obtained by the derivatives:

● The associated dynamic force of induced by the moving solid is thus obtained by using
the Newton’s law, i.e. F(t) = M α(t), in which M = the mass of the moving solid.
• In miniaturizing the accelerometers to the micro-scale, there is no room for the coil
spring and the dashpot for damping on the vibrating mass.
• Alternative substitutes for the coil spring, dashpot, and even the proof mass need to be
found.
There are two types micro accelerometers available.
(1) The cantilever beam accelerometer:

Figure 21. Schematic structure of a cantilever beam micro accelerometer
In this design: Cantilever beam = coil spring;
Surrounding viscous fluid = dashpot for damping of the proof mass
The movement of the proof mass is carried out by the attached piezo resistor
(2) Balanced force micro accelerometer:
● This is the concept used in the “air-bag” deployment sensor in automobiles
● In this design: Plate beam = proof mass;
Two end tethers = springs
Surrounding air = dashpot
• The movement of the proof mass is carried out by measuring the change of capacitances
between the pairs of electrodes.
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Figure 22. Schematic structure of a balanced force micro accelerometer

MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
MEMS has many applications in microfluidics with many of the key building blocks
such as flow channels, pumps and valves fabricated using mature micromachining techniques.
Chemical analysis, drug delivery, biological sensing, environmental monitoring and many
other applications typically incorporate MEMS microfluidic devices. It should be noted that
in MEMS fluidic devices the type of flow (laminar or turbulent), effect of bubbles, capillary
forces, fluidic resistance and capacitance all have an effect on their final design.
i) Flow channels
A wide variety of microfluidic channels have been fabricated using bulk
micromachining (wet and dry etching), surface micromachining and molding techniques
(Figure 23).

Figure 23. Selection of MEMS channels for microfluidic applications
ii) Flow sensors
MEMS flow sensors can be fluid-dependent flow or fluid-independent. In a very basic
form, fluid-dependent flow sensors measure the flow rate by heating a fluid ‘upstream’ and
then recording its temperature ‘downstream’. The flow rate is proportional to the temperature
difference and transit time of the two actions. Fluid-independent flow sensors measure
pressure or force exerted on an object by the fluid. Figure 24 shows an example of a MEMS
bulk drag-force flow sensor. Using a piezoresistive sensing mechanism, flow measurements
are fairly linear; direction and magnitude can be sensed by this method. In addition, fluid
independent flow sensors do not involve any form of heating and hence are more suited to
biological fluid applications.
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Figure 24. Micromachined mechanical (drag-force) flow sensor
iii) Valves
Valves are generally classified as either active or passive depending on whether or not
they have an external power or control source. One of the simplest MEMS valves is the
passive check valve shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Basic concept of passive silicon check valve
Active MEMS valves can be actuated by many methods including thermal,
piezoelectric, electrostatic and shape memory alloy means. Thermal actuation is the most
common.
iv) Pumps
Pumps are generally an important part of microfluidic devices. However, MEMS
pumps are very sensitive to fine particles which often cause contamination and leakage of the
device. Membrane, rotary and ultrasonic pumps are the most common types of MEMS
pumps.
v) Rotary pumps
Figure 26 shows the basic concept of a magnetic rotary micropump. LIGA is
commonly used as a fabrication technique for micromachined PMMA gears in MEMS
microfluidic systems. These gears can be driven for example using electroplated NiFe bars
mounted on one or both of the gears. Fluid is pumped by the action of the turning gears.
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Figure 26 Basic concept of magnetic rotary micropump
vi) Droplet generators
The majority of droplet generators in commercial MEMS microfluidic devices are
inkjet printer heads as previously described. These rely on either thermal or piezoelectric
actuation to eject ink droplets, thermal actuation being the most common. Piezoelectrically
actuated valves offer the advantage of very high forces, but very small movement for even
very large voltages. They also find use in automotive fuel-injection valves and spray nozzles.

SMA-BASED MICRO ACTUATORS
Shape Memory Effects
The term "shape memory" describes the unusual ability to remember shape, which
can be initiated in certain materials either thermally or mechanically. Even after heavy
deformation, materials with shape memory are able to recover a previously memorized shape.
This phenomenon was discovered in brass alloys as early as the late thirties. However, the
real importance of the effect has become obvious only since its discovery in a NiTi alloy,
where it is particularly pronounced.
The most important materials of commercial significance can be classified either as
metal alloys or as polymers. Furthermore, there are ceramics and biological systems in
which shape memory properties are observed as well. An example to be mentioned in this
respect is bacteriophages, which use a shape memory mechanism when entering host cells.
SMAs are currently the focus of interest, as they have proved to function in a number of
applications and show an unforeseeable potential for future applications.
(a)

One-way effect: After removal of the load F, the helical spring shows permanent

deformation. This seemingly plastic deformation recedes completely upon heating.
(b)

Two-way effect: In addition to the one-way effect, there is also a defined shape

changeupon cooling.
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(c)

Pseudo elasticity: Mechanical loading, F, expands the helical spring to a large

extent.When the load is removed, the spring still returns to its initial shape.
When shape memory alloys (SMAs) are deformed under a certain critical temperature
and then heated up to above this critical temperature, they will "remember" their original
form and assume it again. This effect can be used for generating motions or forces.
Characteristic for actuators that use SMA are their low complexity, light weight, small size
and large displacement; e.g. SMA components have been used for several years as active pipe
connectors. However, the potential use of these alloys in MST has just recently been
recognized.
The SMA effect was discovered in various copper alloys, in which a reversible,
thermal-mechanical transformation of the atomic structure of the metal takes place at certain
temperatures. When the temperature is raised or lowered, the metallurgical structure of an
SMA transforms from a martensitic state (low temperatures) to the austenitic state (high
temperatures), or vice versa.

Fig27. Schematic representation of SMA effect
In Fig,27 the basic transformation mechanism is schematically shown. Starting
from a stable and rigid austenitic state, the SMA transforms into the martensitic state as the
temperature sinks under the critical temperature; thereby the shape of the SMA can be
deformed by up to 8% (as for NiTi-alloys [Menz93]).
In the low temperature state, the
SMA keeps the desired deformed shape until it is exposed to a higher temperature. When it
is warmed up above a threshold temperature, the deformed martensite is transformed back
to austenite and the SMA takes on its original form (thermal shape memory). With this
property,large displacements can be obtained compared to other actuator principles.
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Fig.28. (a)Stress-Strain diagram and (b) the hysteresis curve of an SMA

MICRO ENDOSCOPES AND CATHETERS
Minimal-invasive surgery and new diagnostic techniques require the availability of
a new class of micro and miniature instruments, like endoscopes and
catheters, which are equipped with sensors and effectors.
The present trend towards minimal invasive therapy requires that precise catheter
systems with active guidance will be available to enable the surgeon to enter the various
cavities of the human body or to direct them into a specific branch of a blood vessel

Fig.29. Active endoscope using SMA
There is an electrical connector on each end of the SMA wires to which the electric
voltage can be applied. The wires contract when an electric current is applied to them,
causing a temperature increase. When the power is turned off, the wires take on their original
form after cooling. The direction of motion of the endoscope and its angle of the bend can be
controlled by selectively applying electric voltage to each of the three wires.
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UNIT 4
UNIT IV

MEMS FABRICATION TECHNOLOGIES

Materials for MEMS: Silicon, Silicon compounds, Piezo electric crystals, Polymers
Micro system Fabrication Process: Photolithography, Ion implantation, Diffusion, Oxidation,
CVD, Sputtering, Etching techniques.
THEORY

Silicon – an ideal substrate material for MEMS
Silicon (Si) is the most abundant material on earth. It almost always exists in
compounds with other elements. Single crystal silicon is the most widely used substrate
material for MEMS and microsystems. The popularity of silicon for such application is
primarily for the followingreasons:
1. It is mechanically stable and it is feasible to be integrated into electronicson the same
substrate (b/c it is a semiconducting material).
2. Electronics for signal transduction such as the p or n-type piezoresistive can be
readily integrated with the Si substrate-ideal for transistors.
3. Silicon is almost an ideal structure material. It has about the same young’s modulus as
steel ( 2x105 MPa), but is as light as aluminumwith a density of about 2.3 g/cm3.
4. It has a melting point at 1400oC, which is about twice higher than that of aluminum.
This high melting point makes silicon dimensionally stable even at elevated
temperature.
5. Its thermal expansion coefficient is about 8 times smaller than that ofsteel, and is more
than 10 times smaller than that of aluminum.
6. Silicon shows virtually no mechanical hysteresis. It is thus an ideal candidate material
or sensors and actuators.
7. Silicon wafers are extremely flat for coatings and additional thin film layers for either
being integral structural parts, or performing preciseelectromechanical functions.
8. There is a greater flexibility in design and manufacture with silicon than with other
substrate materials. Treatments and fabrication processes for silicon substrates are
well established and documented.
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Single-Crystal Silicon
For silicon to be used as a substrate material in integrated circuits and MEMS, it has
to be in a pure single-crystal form. The most commonly used method of producing singlecrystal silicon is theCzochralski (CZ) method.

The Czochralski method for producing single-crystal silicon

Figure 1. method for producing single-crystal silicon
Equipment: a crucible and a “puller”.
Procedure:
(1) Raw Si (quartzite) + coal, coke, woodchips) are melted in the crucible.
(2) A “seed” crystal is brought to be in contact with molten Si to form larger crystal.
(3) The “puller” slowly pulls the molten Si up to form pure Si “boule” after the
solidification.
(4) The diameters of the “bologna-like” boules vary from 100 mm (4”) to 300 mm
(12”) in diameters.
Chemical reaction for the process: SiC + SiO2 → Si + CO + SiO

Pure silicon wafers

Figure 2 A pure silicon boule
Pure silicon boules of 300 mmdiameter and 30 ft long, can weigh up to 400 Kg. These
boules are sliced intothin disks (wafers) using diamond saws
Standard sizes of wafers are:
100 mm (4”) diameter x 500 µm thick.
150 mm (6”) diameter x 750 µm thick.
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200 mm (8”) diameter x 1 mm thick
300 mm (12”) diameter x 750 µm thick (tentative).

Single Silicon Crystal Structure
Single silicon crystals are basically of “face-cubic-center” (FCC) structure.
The crystal structure of a typical FCC crystal is shown below:

Figure 3. Silicon structure
Note: Total number of atoms: 8 at corners and 6 at faces = 14 atoms

Single Silicon Crystal Structure
Single crystal silicon, however has 4 extra atoms in the interior. The situation is like
to merge two FCC crystals together as shown below:

Figure 4 Silicon crystal structure
Total no. of atoms in a single silicon crystal = 18. The unsymmetrical distribution
of atoms within the crystal makes pure silicon anisotropic in its mechanical properties. In
general, however, we treat silicon as an isotropic material.

The Miller Indices.
Miller indices are commonly use to describe the faces of crystalline materials.Z A plane
intersects x, y and z-coordinates ata, b and c.A point on the plane located at P(x,y,z)The equation

defines the P(x,y,z) is:.
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Figure 5. Miller Indices
Express Eq. (above) in a different form:
hx + ky + mz = 1
in which h = 1/a, k = 1/b and k = 1/c.
Miller indices involve:
(hkm) = designation of a “face”, or a plane;
<hkm> = designation of a direction that is perpendicular to the (hkm) plane.
NOTE: In a cubic crystal, such as silicon, a = b = c = 1

The 3 Distinct Planes of a Cubic Crystal

Figure 6. Planes of Cubic crystal
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Figure 7. Planes of cubic Crystal

The 3 Principal Planes of a Silicon Crystal

Figure 8. Various planes of silicon crystal
Characteristics of silicon by principal planes:
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The (100) planes contain least number of atoms→ the weakest plane
→ easiest to work with.
(2) The (110) planes offer the cleanest surfaces in micro fabrications.
(3) The (111) contains shortest bonds between atoms → strongest plane
→ toughest to work with.
(1)

Young’s Modulus, E
(GPa)
129.5

Shear Modulus, G
(GPa)
79.0

<110>

168.0

61.7

<111>

186.5

57.5

Miller Index for
Orientation
<100>

NOTE: The (100) plane makes an angle of 54.74o with the (111) plane.

(Bulk) Mechanical and Thermophysical Properties of Silicon
Legend: σ y = yield strength; E = Young’s modulus; ρ= mass density; C = specific heat;
k = thermal conductivity; α= coefficient of thermal expansion, TM = melting point.
σy
(109N/m2)

E

ρ

(1011
N/m2)

(g/cm3)

C
(J/goC)

K
(W/cm-oC)

α
(10-6/oC)

TM
(oC)

Si

7.00

1.90

2.30

0.70

1.57

2.33

1400

SiC

21.00

7.00

3.20

0.67

3.50

3.30

2300

Si3N4

14.00

3.85

3.10

0.69

0.19

0.80

1930

SiO2

8.40

0.73

2.27

1.00

0.014

0.50

1700

Alumin
um
Stainles
s Steel
Copper

0.17

0.70

2.70

0.942

2.36

25

660

2.10

2.00

7.90

0.47

0.329

17.30

1500

0.07

0.11

8.9

0.386

3.93

16.56

1080

GaAs

2.70

0.75

5.30

0.35

0.50

6.86

1238

1.03

5.32

0.31

0.60

5.80

937

0.760.97

2.66

0.821.20

0.0670.12

7.10

1710

Ge
Quartz

0.5-0.7
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SILICON COMPOUNDS
There are 3 principal silicon compounds used in MEMS and microsystems: Silicon
dioxide (SiO2), Silicon carbide (SiC) and silicon nitride (Si3N4) – each Has distinct
characteristic and unique applications.

Silicon dioxide (SiO2)
It is least expensive material to offer good thermal and electrical insulation. Also
used a low-cost material for “masks” in micro fabrication processes such as etching,
deposition and diffusion. Used as sacrificial material in “surface micromachining”. Above
all, it is very easy to produce:
• by dry heating of silicon:

Si + O2

→ SiO2

• or by oxide silicon in wet steam: Si + 2H2O → SiO2 + 2H2
Properties

Values

Density (g/cm3)

2.27

Resistivity (W-cm)

≥1016

Dielectric constant

3.9

Melting point (oC)

~1700

Specific heat (J/g/oC)

1.0

Thermal conductivity (W/cm/oC)
Coefficient of thermal expansion (ppm/oC)

0.014
0.5

Silicon carbide (SiC)
It’s very high melting point and resistance to chemical reactions make it ideal
candidate material for being masks in micro fabrication processes. It has superior
dimensional stability.

Silicon nitride (Si3N4)
Produced by chemical reaction:
3SiCl2H2 + 4NH3 → Si3N4 + 6HCL + 6H2
Used as excellent barrier to diffusion to water and ions. Its ultra-strong resistance to oxidation
and many etchants makes it a superior material for masks in deep etching. Also used as high
strength electric insulators. Selected properties Si3N4 films are as follows:
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Properties

LPCVD*

PECVD**

Deposition temperature (oC)

700-800

250-350

Density (g/cm3)

2.9-3.2

2.4-2.8

Excellent

Poor

Dielectric constant
Resistivity (W-cm)

6-7
1016

6-9
106-1015

Refractive index

2.01

1.8-2.5

Atom % H

4-8

20-25

Film quality

Etch rate in concentrated HF

200 A/min

Etch rate in boillng HF

5-10A/min

Poisson’s ratio

0.27

Young’s modulus (GPa)

385

Coefficient of thermal expansion,
ppm/oC

1.6

* Low pressure chemical vapor deposition; ** Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition

Polycrystalline silicon
It is usually called “Polysilicon”. It is an aggregation of pure silicon crystals with
randomly orientationsdeposited on the top of silicon substrates:

Figure 9. Polycrystalline Silicon
This polysilicon usually is highly doped silicon. They are deposited to the substrate
surfaces to produce localized“resistors” and “gates for transistors” Being randomly oriented,
polysilicon is even stronger than single silicon crystals.

Polycrystalline silicon
Comparison of Mechanical Properties of Polysilicon with Other Materials
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Young’s

Materials

Poisson’s ratio

Coefficient of thermal
expansion (ppm/oC)

modulus (GPa)
As substrates: Silicon

190

0.23

2.6

Alumina

415

Silica

73

0.17

0.4

As thin films: Polysilicon

160

0.23

2.8

Thermal SiO2

70

0.2

0.35

LPCVD SiO2

270

0.27

1.6

8.7

PACVD SiO2

2.3

Aluminum

70

0.35

25

Tungsten

410

0.28

4.3

Polymide

3.2

0.42

20-70

Silicon Piezo resistors
Piezo resistance = a change in electrical resistance of solids whensubjected to stress fields.
Doped silicon are piezo resistors (p-type or n-type).
Relationship between change of resistance {∆R} and stresses {σ}:
{ΔR} = [Π] { σ }
where {∆R} = { ∆Rxx

∆Ryy

∆Rzz

∆Rxy

∆Rxz ∆Ryz}T

represents thechange of resistances in an infinitesimally small cubic piezoresistive crystal
element with corresponding stress components:
{ σ } = { σ xx σ yy σ zz σ xy σ xz σ yz}T
and [π] = piezoresistive coefficient matrix

Figure 10. A Silicon piezo resistance subjected to a stress field
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Silicon Piezo resistors
Due to equilibrium condition, there are six independent stress components: 3
normal stress components and 3 shearing stress components. Consequently, the piezo
resistive coefficient matrix has the components:

Silicon piezo resistors
Numerical values of piezoresistive coefficients
Silicon piezo resistors at room temperature

Figure 11. Silicon piezo resistors
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Piezoresistive coefficients of p-type silicon piezo resistors in various directions
Crystal Planes

Orientation

Orientation

pL

pT

<x>

<y>

(100)

<111>

<111>

+0.66p44

-0.33p44

(100)

<110>

<100>

+0.5p44

~0

(100)

<110>

<110>

+0.5p44

-0.5p44

(100)

<100>

<100>

+0.02p44

+0.02p44

Temperature sensitivity of silicon piezo resistors
A major deficiency of silicon piezo resistors is its sensitivity of temperatureas indicated in
the table:
Doping
p-Type TCR p-Type TCP n-Type
concentration (% per oC) (% per oC) TCR (%
(1018/cm3)
per oC)

n-Type TCP
(% per oC)

5

0.0

-0.27

0.01

-0.28

10

0.01

-0.27

0.05

-0.27

30

0.06

-0.18

0.09

-0.18

100

0.17

-0.16

0.19

-0.12

TCR = temperature coefficient of resistance;
TCP = temperature coefficient of piezo resistivity

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
GaAs is a compound semiconductor with equal silicon):
Materials

Electron Mobility,
m2/V-sec

Aluminum

0.00435

Copper

0.00136

Silicon

0.145

Gallium Arsenide, GaAs

0.850

Silicon oxide

=~ 0

Silicon nitride

=~ 0

GaAs is also a good thermal insulator. Low yield strength (only 1/3 of that of silicon) –
“bad”.A comparison of GaAs and silicon as substrate materials inmicromachining:
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Properties

GaAs

Silicon

Opto-electronics

Very good

Not good

Piezoelectric effect

Yes

No

Piezoelectric coefficient (pN/oC)

2.6

Nil

Thermal conductivity

Relatively low

Relatively high

Cost

High

Low

Bonding to other substrates

Difficult

Relatively easy

Fracture

Brittle, fragile

Brittle, strong

Operating temperature

High

Low

Optimum operating temp. (oC)

460

300

Physical stability

Fair

Very good

Hardness (GPa)

7

10

Fracture strength (GPa)

2.7

6

Quartz
Quartz is a compound of SiO2.The single-unit cell is in shape of tetrahedron: Quartz crystal is
made of up to 6 rings with 6 silicon atoms.
Properties

Value || Z Value ┴Z Temperature Dependency

Thermal conductivity 29x10-3
(Cal/cm/sec/oC)

16x10-3

↓with T

Relative permittivity 4.6
2.66x103
Density (Kg/m3)
Coefficient of thermal 7.1
expansion (ppm/oC)

4.5
2.66x103

↓with T
↑ with T

13.2

↓with T

Electrical resistivity
(Ω/cm)

0.1x1015

20x1015

↓with T

Fracture strength
(GPa)

1.7

1.7

↓with T

Hardness (GPa)

12

12

● Quartz is ideal material for sensors because of its extreme dimensionalstability.
● It is used as piezoelectric material in many devices.
● It is also excellent material for microfluidics systems used in biomedical
applications.
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● It offers excellent electric insulation in microsystems.
● A major disadvantage is its hard in machining. It is usually etched inHF/NH4F into
desired shapes.
● Quartz wafers up to 75 mm diameter by 100 µm thick are availablecommercially.

Piezoelectric Crystals
Piezoelectric crystals are solid ceramic compounds that producepiezoelectric effects:

Figure 12. Piezoelectric Crystals
Natural piezoelectric crystals are: quartz, tourmaline and sodiumpotassium tartrate. Synthesized
crystals are: Rochelle salt, barium titanate and leadzirconate.

Figure 13. Piezoelectric Crystals
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Piezoelectric coefficients:
Piezoelectric Crystals

Coefficient, d
(10-12 m/volt)

Electromechanical
conversion factor, K**

Quartz (crystal SiO2)

2.3

0.1

100-190

0.49

Lead zirconate titanate, PZT
(PbTi1-xZrxO3)

480

0.72

PbZrTiO6

250

PbNb2O6

80

Rochelle salt (NaKC4H4O64H2O)

350

Polyvinylidene fluorid,
PVDF

18

Barium titnate (BaTiO3)

0.78

POLYMERS
What is polymer?
Polymers include: Plastics, adhesives, Plexiglass and Lucite.
Principal applications of polymers in MEMS:
Currently in biomedical applications and adhesive bonding. New applications involve using
polymers as substrates withelectric conductivity made possible by doping.
Molecular structure of polymers:
It is made up of long chains of organic (hydrocarbon) molecules. The molecules can be as
long as a few hundred nm.
Characteristics of polymers:
● Low melting point; Poor electric conductivity
● Thermoplastics and thermosets are common industrial products
● Thermoplastics are easier to form into shapes.
● Thermosets have higher mechanical strength even at temperature up to 350oC.

Polymers as industrial materials
Polymers are popular materials used for many industrial products for thefollowing
advantages:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Light weight
Ease in processing
Low cost of raw materials and processes for producing polymers
High corrosion resistance
High electrical resistance
High flexibility in structures
High dimensional stability

Polymers for MEMS and microsystems
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Photo-resist polymers are used to produce masks for creating desired patterns on
substrates by photolithography technique.
The same photoresist polymers are used to produce the prime mold with desirable
geometry of the MEMS components in a LIGA process in micromanufacturing.
Conductive polymers are used as “organic” substrates for MEMS andmicrosystems.
The ferroelectric polymers that behave like piezoelectric crystals can be used as the
source of actuation in micro devices such as in micro pumping.
The thin Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films can be used to produce multilayer
microstructures.
Polymers with unique characteristics are used as coating substance to capillary tubes
to facilitate effective electro-osmotic flow in microfluidics.
Thin polymer films are used as electric insulators in micro devices, and as dielectric
substance in micro capacitors.
They are widely used for electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio frequency
interference (RFI) shielding in microsystems.
Polymers are ideal materials for encapsulation of micro sensors and the packaging of
other microsystems

Conductive Polymers
Polymers are poor electric conducting materials by nature. A comparison of electric
conductivity of selected materials are:
Materials
Electric Conductivity, S/m*
Conductors:
Copper, Cu
Carbon

106-108
104

Semiconductors:
Germanium, Ge
Silicon
Insulators:
Glass
Nylon
SiO2
Polyethlene

100
10-4-10-2
10-10-10-8
10-14-10-12
10-16-10-14
10-16-10-14

* S/m = siemens per meter = Ω-1 = A2-s3/Kg-m2
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Conductive Polymers
Some polymers can be made electrically conductive by the following3 methods:
(1) Pyrolysis:

(2) Doping:
Introducing metal atoms into molecular matrices of polymers
→ Conductive polymers
Polymers groups Dopants
Polyacetylenes (PA)

Br2, I2, AsF5, HClO4 and H2SO4 for p type
Sodium naphthalide in tetrahydrofuran for n-type

Polyparaphenylenes (PPP)

AsF5 for p-type; alkali metals for n-type

Polyphenylene sulfide (PPS)

AsF5

(3) Insertion of conductive fibers:
Fibers made of Au, Ag, stainless steel, aluminum fibers and flakes.

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films
The process was first introduced by Langmuir in 1917 and was later refined by
Blodgett. That was why it is called Langmuir-Blodgett process, or LB films. The process
involves the spreading volatile solvent over the surface-active substrate materials. The LB
process can produce more than one single monolayer by depositing films of various
compositions onto a substrate to produce a multilayer structure.LB films are good candidate
materials for exhibiting ferro (iron)-, pyro (heat)- and piezoelectric properties. LB films may
also be produced with controlled optical properties such as refractive index and antireflections. They are thus ideal materials for micro sensors and optoelectronic devices
Following are a few examples of LB film applications in microsystems:
(1) Ferroelectric (magnetic) polymer thin films:
The one in particular is the Poly-vinylidene fluoride (PVDF).
Applications of this type of films include:

- Sound transducers in air and water,
- Tactile sensors,
- Biomedical applications such as tissue compatibility, cardio-pulmonary
sensors and implantable transducersand sensors for prosthetics and
rehabilitation devices.
As a piezoelectric source. The piezoelectric coefficient of PVDF is givenin Table.
(2) Coating materials with controllable optical properties:
Broadband optical fibers that transmit light at various wavelengths.
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Microsensors:
Many electrically conducting polymeric materials are sensitive to the exposed gas
and other environmental conditions. So they are suitable materials for micro sensors. Its
ability of detecting specific substances relies on the reversible and specific absorption of
species of interest on the surface of the polymer layer and the subsequent measurable change
of conductivity of the polymer.

Figure 14. Gas Sensor

SU-8 Photoresists

• It is a negative epoxy-based polymer sensitive to UV light (λ = 350-400 nm)
• It is used for thin-film production with thickness from 1 m to 2 mm
• Reasons for it being popular in MEMS:
• Can be built to thick films for 3-D MEMS structures (aspect ratio to 50)
• Much lower production costs than thick films by silicon
• It is commercially available in liquid form
• SU-8 films can be produced by a spin-process

Figure 15. SU-8 Photoresists

Mechanical Properties of SU-8 Polymer
Young’s modulus

4400 MPa
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Poisson’s ratio

0.22

Viscosity

0.06 Pa-s (40% SU-8 – 60% solvent)
1.50 Pa-s (60% SU-8 – 40% solvent)
15.0 Pa-s (70% SU-8 – 30% solvent)

Coefficient of thermal expansion*

0.183 ppm /oC

Thermal conductivity

0.073 W/cm-oC

Glass transition temperature

200oC

Reflective index

1.8 at 100 GHz
1.7 at 1.6 THz

Absorption coefficient

2/cm at 100 GHZ 40/cm a 1.6 THz

Relative dielectric constant

3 at 10 MHz

* in comparison to 2.33 ppm/oC for silicon

Figure 16. Process Flow for Constructing SU-8 Films

Packaging Materials
Unlike IC packaging in which plastic or ceramic are extensively used as
encapsulate materials for the delicate IC circuits, MEMS packaging involve a
great variety of materials-varying from plastic and polymers to stainless steel, as
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can be seen in a specially packaged micro pressure sensor:

Figure 17. Pressure sensor packaging

MICROSYSTEMS FABRICATION PROCESSES
To fabricate any solid device component, one must first select materials and adequate
fabrication method. For MEMS and microsystems components, the sizes are so small that no
machine tools, e.g. lathe, milling machine, drilling press, etc. can do the job. There is simply
no way one can even grip the work piece.
Consequently, radically different techniques, non-machine-tool techniques need to be
used for such purpose. Most physical-chemical processes developed for “shaping” and
fabricating ICs are adopted for microsystems fabrications. This is the principal reason for
using silicon and silicon compounds for most MEMS and microsystems – because these are
the materials used to produce ICs.
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Figure 1. Microfabrication by physical-chemical processes

Figure 2. Traditional Manufacturing by machine tools

Microfabrication Processes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Photolithography
Ion implantation
Diffusion
Oxidation
Chemical vapor deposition
Physical vapor deposition (Sputtering)
Deposition by epitaxy
Etching

Photolithography
Photolithography process involves the use of an optical image and a photosensitive
film to produce desired patterns on a substrate. The “optical image” is originally in macro
scale, but is photographically reduced to the micro-scale to be printed on the silicon
substrates. The desired patterns are first printed on light-transparent mask, usually made of
quartz. The mask is then placed above the top-face of a silicon substrate coated with thin film
of photo resistive materials. The mask can be in contact with the photo resistive material, or
placed with a gap, or inclined to the substrate surface:
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Figure 3. Placement of Mask on substrate

Photolithography
The two kinds of photoresists:
Positive resists
Negative resists

Figure 4. Photolithography
Positive resists:
There are two kinds of positive resists:
(1) the PMMA (polymethymethacrylate) resists,
(2) the two-component DQN resist involving diazoquinone ester (DQ) and
phenolic novolak resin (N).
In the latter kind, the first component takes about 20-50% by weight in the compound.
Positive resists are sensitive to UV lights with the maximum sensitivity at a wavelength of
220 nm. The PMMA resists are also used in photolithography involving electron beam, ion
beam and x-ray. Most positive resists can be developed in alkaline solvents such as KOH
(potassium peroxide), TMAH (tetramethylammonium hydroxide), ketones or acetates.
Negative resists:
(1) Two-component bis (aryl) azide rubber resists, and
(2) Kodak KTFR (azide-sensitized polyisotroprene rubber).
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Negative resists are less sensitive to optical and x-ray exposures but more sensitive to
electron beams.
Xylene is the most commonly used solvent for developing negative resists.

Line definitions of photoresists:
In general, positive resists provide more clear edge definitions than the negative resists. So, it
is a better option for high resolution patterns for micro devices.

Figure 5. Line definitions of photoresists

Application of photoresists
●

The process begins with securing the substrate wafer onto the top of a vacuum chuck.

●

A resist puddle is first applied to the center portion of the wafer from a dispenser.

●

The wafer is then subjected to high-speed spinning at a rotational speed from 1500 to
8000 rpm for 10 to 60 seconds. The speed is set depending on the type of the resist,
the desired thickness and uniformity of the resist coating.

●

The centrifugal forces applied to the resist puddle cause a uniform spread of the fluid
over the entire surface of the wafer.

●

Typically, the thickness is between 0.5 – 2 mm with ±5 nm variation. For some
microsystems applications, the thickness had been increased to 1 cm.

Figure 6. Process of photoresist formation
Light sources
Photoresist materials used in micro fabrication are sensitive to light with wavelength
ranging from 300 to 500 nm. Most popular light source for photolithography is the mercury
vapor lamps. This light source provides a wavelength spectrum from 310 to 440 nm. Deep
UV (ultra violet) light has a wavelength of 150-300 nm and the UV light source has
wavelengths between 350-500 nm. In special applications for extremely high resolutions, xray is used. The wavelength of x-ray is in the range from 4 to 50 Angstrom. (an Angstrom, =
0.1 nm or 10-4 mm).
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Photoresist development
•
•
•

The same spinner may be used for development after exposure with dispensing
development solvent.
A rising distilled water follow
Developers’ agent for +ve resistor are KOH or TMAH. Xylene is the agent for –ve
resistors,

Photoresist removal and post baking
● After development and the desired pattern in created in the substrate, a descumming
process takes place.
● The process uses O2 plasma to remove the bulk of photoresist.
● Post baking to remove the residue of solvent at 120oC for 20 minutes.
● Etching will remove all residue photoresist.

Ion Implantation
It is physical process used to dope silicon substrates. It involves “forcing” free chargecarrying ionized atoms of B, P of As into silicon crystals. These ions associated with
sufficiently high kinetic energy will be penetrated into the silicon substrate. Physical process
is illustrated as follows:

Figure 7. Block diagram of Ion Implantation process

Required energy for ion implantation:
Dopants

p- or n-type Ionization Energy (eV)

Phosphorus (P)
Arsenic (As)

n
n

0.044
0.049

Antimony (Sb)

n

0.039

Boron (B)

p

0.045

Aluminum (A< )

p

0.057

Gallium (Ga)

p

0.065

Indium (In)

p

0.160
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Ion Implantation
Density distribution in depth

Figure 8. Density distribution in depth
(a) At 30 KeV energy level:
Ion

Range, Rp (nm) Straggle, DRp (nm)

Boron (B)
Phosphorous (P)

106.5
42.0

39.0
19.5

Arsenic (As)

23.3

9.0

(b) At 100 KeV energy level:
Ion

Range, Rp (nm) Straggle, DRp (nm)

Boron (B)
Phosphorous (P)

307.0
135.0

69.0
53.5

Arsenic (As)

67.8

26.1

Diffusion
Diffusion is another common technique for doping silicon substrates. Unlike ion
implantation, diffusion takes place at high temperature. Diffusion is a chemical process. The
profile of the spread of dopant in silicon by diffusion is different from that by ion
implantation:
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Figure 9.

Dopant profile

Design analysis of diffusion

Solution of diffusion equation

Initial condition (t = 0):
N(x,0) = 0, meaning there is no impurity in the substrate when the diffusion process begins.
Boundary conditions (at x = 0 and ∞):
N (0, t) = Ns, which is the concentration at the surface exposed to the gaseous dopant.
N (∞, t) = 0, meaning the diffusion of foreign substance is highly localized, and that the
concentration far away from the contacting surface is negligible.
The solution of the diffusion equation with these conditions is:
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The diffusivity, D:
The diffusivity of silicon with common dopants can be obtained by an empirical formula:
𝑙n(

D ) = aT '+b

in which the temperature, T’ = 1000/T with T = diffusion temperature in K.
The constants a and b for common dopants can be obtained from:
Dopants

Constant, a Constant, b

Boron
-19.9820
Arsenic
-26.8404
21
3
Phosphorus (Ns = 10 /cm ) -15.8456

13.1109
17.2250
11.1168

Phosphorus (Ns = 1019/cm3) -20.4278

13.6430

OXIDATION
SiO2 is an important element in MEMS and microsystems. Major application of SiO2 layers or
films are:
(1) To be used as thermal insulation media
(2) To be used as dielectric layers for electrical insulation
SiO2 can be produced over the surface of silicon substrates either by:
(1) Chemical vapor deposition (CVD), or
(2) Growing SiO2 with dry O2 in the air, or wet steam by the following two chemical
reactions at high temperature:
Si (solid) + O2 (gas) → SiO2 (solid)
Si (solid) + 2H2O (steam) → SiO2 (solid) + 2H2 (gas)

Figure 10. Oxidation Process

Principle of thermal oxidation:
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Figure 11. Principle of Thermal oxidation

Rate of thermal oxidations:
Because of the extreme complexity of thermal oxidation, analytical methods for predicting
the rate of this process is impossible. The following quasi- empirical formulas are used for the
thickness of SiO2 layer (x):

D = diffusivity of oxide in silicon, e.g., D = 4.4x10-16 cm2/sec at 900oC.
do = initial oxide layer (~ 200 in dry oxidation, = 0 for wet oxidation)
ks = surface reaction rate constant.
No = concentration of oxygen molecules in the carrier gas.
= 5.2x1016 molecules/cm3 in dry O2 at 1000oC and 1 atm.
= 3000x1016 molecules/cm3 in water vapor at the same temperature and pressure.
N1 = number of oxidizing species in the oxide.
= 2.2x1022 SiO2 molecules/cm3 with dry O2,
= 4.4x1022 SiO2 molecules/cm3 in water vapor.
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Constants

Coefficient (a) Coefficient (b)

Conditions

Linear rate
constant

-10.4422
-10.1257
-9.905525
-9.92655

6.96426
6.93576
7.82039
7.948585

Dry O2, Ea = 2 eV, (100) silicon
Dry O2, Ea = 2 eV, (111) silicon
H2O vapor, Ea = 2.05 eV, (110) silicon
H2O vapor, Ea = 2.05 eV, (111) silicon

6.74356
7.1040

Dry O2, Ea = 1.24 eV, 760 Torr vacuum
H2O vapor, Ea = 0.71 eV, 760 Torr vacuum

Parabolic
-14.40273
rate constant -10.615

We observe that wet oxidation results in much fast rates in oxidation than dry oxidation.

SiO2 thickness by observations
•
•
•

•
•

Both SiO2 and Si3N4 layers have distinct color from the silicon substrates in
which these layers grow.
In the case of SiO2 layers, they are essentially transparent but with distinct light
refraction index from that of the silicon substrate.
Consequently, when the surface is shone by the rays of white light one can
view the surface exhibiting different colors corresponding to the layer’s
thickness.
The color of the surface of a SiO2 layer is the result of the interference of the
reflected light rays.
However, the same color may repeat with different layer thickness, as shown
below:
↓

↓

SiO2 layer 0.050 0.075 0.275
thickness
0.465
(mm)

0.310
0.493

0.50

0.375

0.390

Color

Blue

Green to
Yellow
green

Green
yellow

Yellow

Tan

Brown Red
violet
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CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is the most important process in microfabrication.
It is used extensively for producing thin films by depositing many different kinds of foreign
materials over the surface of silicon substrates, or over other thin films that have already been
deposited to the silicon substrate.
Materials for CVD may include:
•
Metals: Al, Ag, Au, W, Cu, Pt and Sn.
•
Organic materials: Al2O3, polysilicon, SiO2, Si3N4, piezoelectric ZnO,
SMA TiNi, etc.
There are three (3) available CVD processes in microfabrication:
•
APCVD: (Atmospheric-pressure CVD);
•
LPCVD (Low-pressure CVD), and
•
PECVD (Plasma-enhanced CVD).
CVD usually takes place at elevated temperatures and in vacuum in high class clean rooms.

Working principle of CVD:
CVD involves the flow of a gas containing diffused reactants (normally in vapor
form) over the hot substrate surface The gas that carries the reactants is called “carrier gas”
The “diffused” reactants are foreign material that needed to be deposited on the substrate
surface The carrier gas and the reactant flow over the hot substrate surface, the energy
supplied by the surface temperature provokes chemical reactions of the reactants that form
films during and after the reactions The by-products of the chemical reactions are then let to
the vent Various types of CVD reactors are built to perform the CVD processes

Figure 12. Reactors for CVD
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Chemical reactions in CVD:

Rate of CVD Build-up:
CVD is the principal technique for building the desired 3-D geometry of many MEMS
and microsystems by means of thin film deposition. The rate of the build-up of these thin
films obviously is a concern to process design engineers. Quantification of the rate of CVD is
extremely complicated. A quasi- quantitative assessment of such rate of build-up may begin with the
understanding of the physical-chemical principles on which CVD operates.

Two major factors affect the rate of CVD:
•
The velocity of carrier gas and the diffused reactant, as measured by the Reynold’s
number (Re) and the associated boundary layer (δ) thickness at the substrate-gas
interface.
•
The Diffusion flux of the reactant (N).

Figure 13a). Rate of CVD Build-up

Figure 13b). Rate of CVD Build-up
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A boundary layer is created at the interface between the flowing carrier gas and the
hot substrate surface. The carrier gas (together with the reactant) diffuses through the
boundary layer to reach the hot substrate surface for chemical reactions The thickness of the
boundary layer thus has significant effect on the rate of CVD

Figure 13c). Rate of CVD Build-up
Determination of NG and Ns:
Step 1: Use Avogadro’s theory:
(a) The volume occupied by one mole of any gas is 22.4 x10-3 m3 at standard conditions
(20oC or 293 K at 1 atm, or 101.33 KPa), for ALL gases.
(b) A molar density of 44.643 moles/m3, and
(c) Avogadro number = 6.022 x 1023 molecules in one mole of gas.
Step2: Find molar mass of commonly used gases:
Gases
Molar mass (g)

Hydrogen, H2 Nitrogen, N2 Oxygen, O2 Argon, Ar
2

28

32

40

Step 3: Use ideal gas law to determine the molar density of the gas at the operating
temperature and pressure.
Step 4: The concentrations, NG and Ns can be determined by multiplication of the Avogadro’s
number in Step 1 and molar density in Step 3.
Since CVD is a process with coupled diffusion and chemical reactions, the amount of carrier
gas and reactant mixture that can diffuse through The boundary layer thus has significant
effect on the rate of deposition.
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The flux of the carrier gas and the reactant,
may be expressed in terms of the surface reaction rate, ks with the substitution N = Ks Ns as:

in which d is the mean thickness of the boundary layer as expressed
The rate of the growth of the thin film over the substrate surface, r, in m/sec, can be estimated
by the following expressions:

where g is the number of atoms or molecules per unit volume of the thin film. The value of g
may be estimated by a postulation that the thin film is “densely” packed by atoms or
molecules in spherical shapes with the radius according to the selected materials as listed in
the following Table:
Estimation of the number of atoms or molecules per unit volume of the thin film:

in which v = volume of the thin film with radius a from the Table:
Reactant materials
Hydrogen
Helium
Boron
Nitrogen
Oxygen

Atomic radius - a (nm)
0.046
0.046
0.097
0.071
0.060
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Ionic radius (nm)
0.154
0.154
0.02
0.02
0.132
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Aluminum
Silicon
Phosphorus
Argon
Iron
Nickel
Copper
Gallium
Germanium
Arsenic

0.143
0.117
0.109
0.192
0.124
0.125
0.128
0.135
0.122
0.125

0.057
0.198
0.039
0.067
0.078
0.072
0.062
0.044
0.04

Chemical Vapor Deposition
A CVD process is used to deposit SiO2 film over a silicon substrate. Oxygen is used
as the carrier gas following the chemical reaction:
SiH4 + O2 → SiO2 + 2H2
Other conditions are identical to that given in Example 8-4 (i.e. the reactant, SiH4 is diluted to
2% in the O2 gas with silicon substrate at 490oC).
The CVD process is carried out in a horizontal reactor as illustrated below:

Figure 14. Chemical Vapor Deposition

Enhanced CVD
The working principles of CVD process leads to the observations that the rates of CVD are
proportional to the following physical parameters:
●
The temperature, T3/2.
●

The pressure of the carrier gas, P-1.

●

The velocity of gas flow, V-1.

●

The distance in the direction of gas flow, x1/2, in which x is shown in Figure
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Figure 15. In Enhanced CVD
Enhanced CVD - Low-Pressure CVD (LPCVD):
From the previous observation, we may formulate the parameters that affect the rate of CVD:

A few possibilities exist to enhance the rate of CVD:
(1) To raise the process temperature, T would normally increase diffusivity, D. However,
it will harm the substrate.
(2) To decrease the velocity, V may enhance the rate r, but also results in lower Reynolds
number that will increase the boundary layer thickness, δ. These two effects may
cancel out each other. So, it is not a positive option.
(3) This leaves with the last option to decrease the pressure of the gas, P with expectation
to enhance the rate, r of the CVD.
Thus, LPCVD operates in vacuum at about 1 torr (1 mm Hg) has become a popular CVD
process in microfabrication.
The CVD operates at atmospheric pressure is called APCVD.

Enhanced CVD - Plasma Enhanced CVD (PECVD)
•
•
•
•
•

Both APCVD and LPCVD operate at elevated temperatures, which often damage the
silicon substrates.
High substrate surface temperature is required to provide sufficient energy for
diffusion and chemical reactions.
The operating temperatures may be avoided if alternative form of energy supply can
be found.
CVD using plasmas generated from high energy RF (radio-frequency) sources is one
of such alternative methods.
This popular deposition method is called “Plasma Enhanced CVD” or PECVD.
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Figure16. Plasma Enhanced CVD (PECVD)
Summary and Comparison of 3 CVD Processes
CVD
Process

Pressure/
Temperature

APCVD 100-10 KPa/
350-400oC
LPCVD 1-8 Torr/
550-900oC

PECVD 0.2-5 Torr/
300-400oC

Normal
Advantages
Deposition Rates,
(10-10 m/min)
700 for SiO2
Simple, high
rate, low
temperature
50-180 for
Excellent
SiO2
purity and
30-80 for
uniformity,
Si3N4
large wafer
100-200 for
capacity
polysilicon
300-350 for Si3N4

Disadvantages

Poor step coverage,
Doped and
particle contamination undoped oxides
High temperature
and low
deposition rates

Lower
Vulnerable to
substrate
chemical
temperature; contamination
fast, good
adhesion.
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Applications

Doped and
undoped
oxides, silicon
nitride,
polysilicon,
and tungsten.
Low temperature
insulators over
metals, and
passivation.
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SPUTTERING
•
•
•

Sputtering is a form of Physical Vapor Deposition.
It is used to deposit thin metal films in the order of 100 A (1A = 10-10 m) onto
the substrate surface.
Metal films are used as electrical circuit terminals as illustrated below:

Figure 16. Sputtering
•
•
•

Sputtering process is carried out with plasmas under very low pressure in high
vacuum up to 5x10-7 torr and at room temperature.
No chemical reaction is involved in the deposition process.
Metal vapor is created by the plasma generated by the high energy RF sources, such
as the one illustrated below.

Figure 17. Sputtering Process
•
•

Inert Argon gas is used as the carrier gas for metal vapor.
The metal vapor forms the metal films after condensation of the substrate surface.
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DEPOSITION BY EPITAXY
Both CVD and PVD processes are used to deposit dissimilar materials on the silicon
substrate surfaces. Epitaxy deposition process is used to deposit polysilicon films on silicon
substrate surfaces. Most polysilicon is doped pure silicon crystals randomly oriented. They
are used to conduct electricity at desired locations on silicon substrates. This process is
similar to CVD with carrier gas with reactants that release the same material as the substrates.
One may deposit GaAs to GaAs substrates using this technique. here are four epitaxy
deposition methods available. “Vapor-phase epitaxy” (VPE) process is described in this
article.
Reactant vapors

Normal process
Normal
temperature deposition rate
(oC)
(mm/min)

Required energy
supply (eV)

Remarks

Silane (SiH4)

1000

0.1 – 0.5

1.6 – 1.7

No pattern shift

Dichlorosilane
(SiH2Cl2)
Trichlorosilane
(SiHCl3)

1100

0.1 – 0.8

0.3 – 0.6

Some pattern shift

1175

0.2 – 0.8

0.8 – 1.0

Large pattern shift

Silicon tetrachloride
(SiCl4)

1225

0.2 – 1.0

1.6 – 1.7

Very large pattern
shift

Typical chemical reaction:
SiH4 → Si (solid) + 2H2 (gas)

Reactors for epitaxy deposition
Very similar to those used in CVD, except that many of the carrier gas used is
H2. For safety reason, N2 gas is used to drive out any O2 gas in the system before
the process begins.
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The two types of reactors are illustrated below:

Figure 18. Reactors for epitaxy deposition

ETCHING
MEMS and microsystems consist of components of 3-dimensional geometry.
There are two ways to create 3-dimensional geometry:
•
by adding materials at the desired locations of the substrates using vapor
deposition techniques, or
•
by removing substrate material at desired locations using the etching methods.
There are two types of etching techniques:
•
Wet etching involving the use of strong chemical solvents (etchants), or
•
Dry etching using high energy plasmas.
In either etching process, masks made of strong-resisting materials are used to protect the
parts of substrate from etching.
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UNIT 5
UNIT V

MICRO MACHINING

Micro Machining: Bulk micro machining, Surface micro machining, LIGA process.
Packaging: Micro system packaging, Essential packaging technologies, Selection of
packaging materials.

THEORY
Micromanufacturing
This chapter will offer an overview of the application of the various fabrication
techniques described in Chapter 8 in the manufacturing micrometer scaled devices and
systems of complicated geometry delivering electromechanical functions.
Three distinct micromanufacturing techniques will be presented:
➢ Bulk Micromanufacturing
➢ Surface Micromachining
➢ The LIGA Process

Bulk Micromanufacturing:
➢ Bulk micromanufacturing technique involves creating 3-D components by removing
materials from thick substrates (silicon or other materials) using primarily etching
method.
➢ Etching - dry or wet etching is the principal technique used in bulk
micromanufacturing.
➢ Substrates that can be etched in bulk micromanufacturing include:
• Silicon
• SiC
• GaAs
• Special Polymers
➢ Wet etching involves the use of chemical solvents (called etchants)

➢ Dry etching uses plasma to remove materials at the desired locations on a substrate.
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Isotropic and Anisotropic Etching:
➢ Pure silicon crystals are not isotropic in their properties due to non-uniform
distribution of atoms at their interior.
➢ Such anisotropic properties are represented by three distinct planes:

➢ The (111) plane makes an angle of 54.74o with the (100) plane.
➢ Corresponding to these (3) planes are 3 distinct directions in which etching takes
place: <100>, <110> and <111>.
➢ The <100> is the easiest direction for etching, and the <111> is the hardest direction
for etching.

Anisotropic etching:

➢ Anisotropic etching is easier to control of the etched shape of the substrates.
➢ Disadvantages:
•
Slower in rate of etching (< 1 μm/minute)
•
The rate is temperature-sensitive.
•
Best performance at elevated temperature, e.g., 100oC → temperature-resistive
mask materials.

Wet etchants for silicon and silicon compounds:
➢ HNA for isotropic etching at room temperature.
➢ Alkaline chemicals with ph > 12 for anisotropic etching.
➢ Popular anisotropic etchants are:
▪ KOH (potassium hydroxide)
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▪ EDP (ethylene-diamine and pyrocatecol)
▪ TMAH (tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide)
▪ Hydrazine
➢ Most etchants are used with 1:1 by weight mixture with water.
➢ Typical etching rates are:
Materials

Etchants

Etch Rates

Silicon in <100>
Silicon in <100>

KOH
EDP

0.25 –1.4 μm/min
0.75 μm/min

Silicon dioxide
Silicon dioxide

KOH
EDP

40 – 80 nm/hr
12 nm/hr

Silicon nitride
Silicon nitride

KOH
EDP

5 nm/hr
6 nm/hr

Selectivity Ratios of Etchants:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Silicon compounds are much stronger etching resistive materials than silicon.
These materials can thus be used as masks for etching of silicon substrates.
The resistivity to etchants is measured by Selectivity Ratio of a material.
The selectivity ratio of a material is defined by:

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
➢

𝐸𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

using same etchant

Selectivity ratio of etchants to two silicon compound substrates is:
Substates
Silicon dioxide

Silicon nitride
➢

𝐸𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑛

Etchants

Selectivity Ratios

KOH
TMAH
EDP
KOH
TMAH
EDP

103
103 – 104
103 -104
104
103 – 104
104

The higher the selectivity ratio, the better the mask material is.

Control of wet etching:
A. On Etching Geometry:
• Timing and agitated flow patterns can affect the geometry of etched substrate
geometry:
• Endurance of the masks is another factor that affects the etching geometry.
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B. Etch Stop:
Etching may be stopped by the following two methods, both related to doping of
the silicon substrates.
•

Controlled by doping:
Doped silicon dissolved faster in etchants than pure silicon.

•

Controlled by electrochemical etch stop:

Etching stops at the interface of
P – and n-type of the doped silicon
.

Dry Etching:
Dry etching involves the removal of substrate materials by gaseous etchants.
It is more a physical than chemical process.
3 dry etching techniques:
•
•
•

Ion etching.
Plasma etching.
Reactive ion etching. Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)

Plasma etching:
➢ Plasma is a neutral ionized gas carrying a large number of free electrons and
positively charged ions.
➢ A common source of energy for generating plasma is the radio frequency (RF)
source.
➢ Chemical reactive gas, e.g., CCℓ2F2, is mixed with plasma in etching process.
Other chemical reactive gases for different substrates are given in Table 9.3.

The Working Principle:
➢ Plasma etching operates on both high kinetic energy and chemical reactions between
neutrals (N) and the substrate materials.
➢ The reactive gas, e.g. CCℓ2F2 in the carrier gas ions produces reactive neutrals (N).
➢ The reactive neutrals (N) attacks both the normal surface and the side walls.
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➢ The ions (+) only attack the normal surface only.
➢ As result, the etching front advances much faster in the depth than on the sides.

Rate of dry etching:
➢ Conventional dry etching by ions is slow in rates at about 0.1 μm/min, but plasma
etching may increase this rate to 2 μm/min.
➢ The rate of dry etching can be “stretched” to 5 μm/min. It is much faster and cleaner
than wet etching.

Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)
Why DRIE?
➢ Plasma etching can produce deeper trenches, than wet etching, but with tapered angles.
➢ Tapered trenches are not desirable in many applications such as resonators that involve
pairs of “centipedes-like” micro devices with overlapped “fingers”:
➢ DRIE process may produce deep trenches with θ ≈ 0.

Plate Resonators

Spring Resonator
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Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)
Working principle:
➢ The DRIE process provides thin films of a few microns’ protective coatings on
the sidewalls during the etching process.
➢ It involves the use of a high-density plasma source.
➢ The process allows alternating process of plasma (ion) etching of the substrate
material and the deposition of etching-protective material on the sidewalls.
➢ Special polymers are frequently used for side-wall protective films.

What DRIE can do:
➢ The DRIE process has produced MEMS structures with A/P** = 30 with virtually
vertical walls of θ = ±2o for several years.
➢ Recent developments have used better sidewall protecting materials. For example,
silicon substrates with A/P over 100 was achieved with θ = ±2o at a depth of up to
300 μm. The etching rate, however, was reduced to 2-3 μm/min.

** A/P = Aspect ratio = the dimension in vertical to horizontal directions

Recent development:
➢ Recent developments have substantially improved the performance of DRIE with
better sidewall protecting materials.
➢ Silicon substrates with A/P over 100 was with θ = ±2o at a depth of up to 300 μm was
achieved. The etching rate, however, was reduced to 2-3 μm/min.

Popular side wall protecting materials:

Sidewall Protection Material
Polymer
Photoresist
Silicon Dioxide

Selectivity Ratio
50:1
120:1

100

Aspect Ratio, A/P
30:1
100:1
200:1
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Wet vs Dry Etching:
Parameters

Dry etching

Wet etching

Directionality

Good for most materials

Only with single crystal
materials (aspect ratio up to
100)

Production-automation

Good

Poor

Environmental impact

Low

High

Masking film adherence

Not as critical

Very critical

Selectivity

Poor

Very good

Materials to be etched

Only certain materials

All

Process Scale up

Difficult

Easy

Cleanliness

Conditionally clean

Good to very good

Critical dimensional control

Very good (< 0.1 μm)

Poor

Equipment cost

Expensive
Slow (0.1 μm/min) to fast (6

Less expensive

Typical etch rate

Fast (1 μm/min and up)

μm/min)
Operational parameters

Many

Few

Control of etch rate

Good in case of slow etch

Difficult

SURFACE MICROMACHINING:
➢ Etching process creates 3-D microstructures by removing material from substrates.
➢ Removed substrate materials are wasted.
➢ Surface micromachining creates 3-D microstructures by adding material to the
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

substrate.
Added materials may not be same as the substrate material – flexibility.
Added material layers can be 2-5 μm thick each, or as high as 5-20 μm thick each –
much more than most etching process can achieve.
There is little waste of substrate materials.
Deposition processes are commonly used methods – expensive.
Requires multiple masks – expensive and time consuming.
Requires sacrificial layers to create cavities – wasteful with technical problems.

General description of process:
Illustration of micromachining process – creation of a polysilicon cantilever beam on
silicon substrate base:
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➢ Deposit a sacrificial layer of
PSG (Phosphosilicate glass) using
LPCVD process.

➢ Cover the PSG layer with Mask
1 (made of Si3N4) for subsequent
etching away the PSG for beam’s
support area as shown in Step C.

➢ Produce a Mask 2 (Si3N4) with
opening of the size of the beam length
and width. Cover this Mask on top of
the PSG layer.

➢ Deposit polysilicon over the
masked region using CVD to thickness
of the beam.
➢ Remove the sacrificial PSG by
etching (see below) and creates the
free-standing cantilever beam.

Etching of sacrificial layers:
Three (3) commonly used sacrificial layer materials:

• PSG (Phosphosilicate glass)
• SiO2
• BPSG (Boronphosphosilicate)
Etching process: 1:1 HF: H2O + 1:1 HCℓ:H2O. Rising with deionized water and dried under
Infrared lamp.
Etching rates for sacrificial layers
Lateral Etch Rate (μm/min)

Thin Oxide Films
CVD SiO2 (densified at 1050oC for 30min.)

0.6170

Ion-implanted SiO2 (at 8x1015/cm2, 50 KeV)

0.6170

Phosphosilicate (PSG)

1.1330

5%-5% Boronphosphosilicate (BPSG)

4.1670
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Mechanical problems:
1) Quality of adhesion of layers:
• The interfaces of layers are the vulnerable areas for structural failures.
• Two possible failures:

2) Interfacial stresses due to mismatch of CTE:
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3) Stiction:
• It is the most serious technical problem in surface micromachining.
• It occurs in structures separated by narrow gap that is supported by sacrificial
layer, e.g. with PSG.
• Stiction phenomenon is the collapsing of the layers supported by the sacrificial
layers once they are removed by etching.
• Stiction may occur in the example of the cantilever beam fabricated by surface
micromachining:

•

Once stiction takes place, there is little chance to separate the parts again.

• Stiction occurs due to Van der Waals and chemical forces between surfaces with
narrow gaps.

THE LIGA PROCESS
• The term LIGA is an acronym for German term in
“Lithography (Lithographie),
electroforming (Galvanoformung), and
molding (Abformung)”.

• The technique was first developed at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center in
Karlsruhe, Germany.

• LIGA process is radically different from silicon-based micro manufacturing.
• The major difference is that LIGA can produce microstructures that have high aspect
ratio.

• There is no restriction on using silicon or silicon compounds as substrate. Nickel is a
common material for LIGA products.

• It is easier to be produced in large volumes.
• Major disadvantage of LIGA process is the requirement of special facility Synchrotron radiation (X-ray) source, a very expensive facility.
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Major steps LIGA process:

Fabrication of a square tube using LIGA:

Materials for substrates:
• Substrates in LIGA process must be electrically conductive to facilitate subsequent
electroplating over photoresist mold.

• Metals such as: steel, copper plates, titanium and nickel, or
• Silicon with thin titanium or silver/chrome top layer; glass with thin metal layers.
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Photoresist materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must be sensitive to x-ray radiation.
Must have high resolution and resistance to dry and wet etching.
Must have thermal stability up to 140oC.
The unexposed part must be absolutely insoluble during development.
Good adhesion to substrate during electroplating.
PMMA appears most popular for LIGA process, but other polymers are available:
PMMA

POM

PAS

PMI

PLG

Sensitivity

Bad

Good

Excellent

Reasonable

Reasonable

Resolution

Excellent

Reasonable

Very bad

Good

Excellent

Sidewall smoothness

Excellent

Very bad

Very bad

Good

Excellent

Stress corrosion

Bad

Excellent

Good

Very bad

Excellent

Adhesion on substrate

Good

Good

Good

Bad

Good

Electro Plating:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The inner surfaces of the photoresist mold produced by X-ray lithography need to be
plated with thin metal layers for securing permanent microstructure geometry.
Metals available for the plating are: Ni, Cu, Au, NiFe and NiW.
In the case of plating with Ni, the process is:
Nickel ions (Ni2+) are produced from electrolysis of NiCℓ2 solution.
They are attracted to the electrons at the cathode:
Ni2+ + 2e- → Ni
There could be H+ ions presence at the same cathode in the process.
These H+ ions may form H2 bubbles on the cathode, and thus Ni plate.
Proper control of the pH in the solution is important to mitigate this effect.
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Summary on Micromanufacturing:
A. Bulk micromanufacturing:
•

Less expensive in the process, but material loss is high.

•

Suitable for microstructures with simple geometry.

•

Limited to low-aspect ratio in geometry.

B. Surface micromachining:
•

Requires the building of layers of materials over the substrate.

•

Complex masking design and productions.

•

Etching of sacrificial layers is necessary – not always easy and wasteful.

•

The process is tedious and more expensive.

•

There are serious engineering problems such as interfacial stresses and
stiction.

•

Major advantages:
➢ Not constrained by the thickness of silicon wafers.
➢ Wide choices of thin film materials to be used.
➢ Suitable for complex geometry such as micro valves and actuators.

C. The LIGA process:
•

Most expensive in initial capital costs.

•

Requires special synchrotron radiation facility for deep x-ray lithography.

•

Micro injection molding technology and facility for mass productions.

•

Major advantages are:
➢ Virtually unlimited aspect ratio of the microstructure geometry.
➢ Flexible in microstructure configurations and geometry.
➢ The only technique allows the production of metallic microstructures.
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Overview of Mechanical Packaging of Microelectronics
Objectives of mechanical packaging of microelectronics:
•
•

To provide support and protection to the IC, the associate wire bonds and the printed
circuit board from mechanical or environmentally induced damages.
To dissipate excessive heat generated by electric heating of the IC.

The 4 levels of microelectronics packaging:
Level 1: Silicon chip into a module.
Level 2: Card level.
Level 3: Cards to boards
Level 4: Boards to system

Level 1 and 2 are of primary interest to mechanical engineers.
Level 1 & 2 Packaging:
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Reliability issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Die and passivation cracking.
Delamination between the die, die attach, die pad and plastic passivation.
The fatigue failure of interconnects.
Fatigue-fracture of solder joints.
The warping of printed circuit board.

Failure Mechanisms:
•
•
•
•

Mismatch of coefficients of thermal expansion between the attached materials.
Fatigue-fracture of materials due to thermal cycling and mechanical vibration.
Deterioration of material strength due to environmental effects such as moisture.
Intrinsic stresses and strains from fabrication processes as described in Chapter 8.

MEMS and Microsystems Packaging:
Current State:
There is no standards in packaging materials and methodologies adopted by the
industry at the present time.

•
•

Most MEMS and microsystems packaging have been carried out on the basis of
specific applications by the industry.
Little has been reported in the public domain on the strategies, methodologies, and
materials used in packaging of MEMS and microsystem products.

Objectives of microsystems packaging:
•

•
•

To provide support and protection to the delicate core elements (e.g. dies), the
associate wire bonds and transduction units from mechanical or environmentally
induced damages (e.g. heat and humidity).
Most of these elements requiring protection are required to interface with working
media, which may be environmentally hostile to these elements.
Interface is thus a major concern in microsystems packaging.

Diverse signal transduction in microsystems:
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Signals
Chemical
Electrical
Fluid/Hydraulic
Magnetic
Mechanical
Optical

Input
Yes
Yes
Yes

Output
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

General considerations:
•
•
•
•
•

The required costs in manufacturing, assemblies and packaging of the components.
The expected environmental effects, such as temperature, humidity, chemical toxicity,
etc. that the product is designed for.
Adequate over capacity in the packaging design for mishandling and accidents.
Proper choice of materials for the reliability of the package.
Achieving minimum electrical feed-through and bonds in order to minimize the
probability of wire breakage and malfunctioning.

The 3 levels of microsystems packaging:
•
•
•

Level 1: The “die level”,
Level 2: The “device level”, and
Level 3: The “system level”.

Die-level packaging:
Dies in most microsystems are the most delicate components, which require adequate
protection. Thus, the objectives of this level packaging are:
•

To protect the die or other core elements from plastic deformation and cracking,

•

To protect the active circuitry for signal transduction of the system,

•

To provide necessary mechanical isolation of these elements, and

•

To ensure the system functioning at both normal operating and over-load conditions
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Die-level packaging often involves wire bonding:

Device-level packaging:

Major technical problems:
•
•

The interfaces of delicate dies and core elements with other parts of the packaged
products at radically different sizes, and
The interfaces of these delicate elements with environmental factors, such as
temperature, pressure and toxicity of the working and the contacting media.

System-level packaging:
•
•
•
•

This level packaging involves the packaging of primary signal circuitry with the
package of the die or core element unit.
Major tasks involve proper mechanical and thermal isolation as well as
electromagnetic shielding of the circuitry.
Metal housings usually give excellent protection for mechanical and electromagnetic
influences.
MEMS devices or microsystems at the end of this packaging level are ready to be
“plug-in” to the existing engineering systems:
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Interfaces in Microsystems Packaging:
•
•

Various parts, in particular, the delicate dies of microsystems are expected to be in
contact with various working media, e.g. chemicals, optical, corrosive gases, etc.
Interface between these parts with working media becomes a major design issue in
packaging.

Biomedical interfaces:
The packaged systems need to be biologically compatible with human systems and
they are expected to function for a specified lifetime.
Every micro biosystem must be built to satisfy the following requirements that are
related to interface:
• It is inert to chemical attack during the useful lifetime of the unit.
• It follows mixing with biological materials in a well-controlled manner if it is
used as biosensors.
• It causes no damage or harm to the surrounding biological cells in the cases of
instrumented catheters such as pace makers.
• It causes no unwanted chemical reactions such as corrosion between the
packaged device and the contacting human body fluids, tissue and cells.

All biomedical devices and systems are subject to FDA regulations.
Optical interfaces:
There are two principal types of optical MEMS:
• The devices that direct lights, e.g. micro switches involving mirrors and reflectors.
• Optical sensors.

Optical MEMS require:
•
•
•
•
•

Proper passages for light beams to be received and reflected. Fiber-optics are common
light conduits in optical MEMS.
Proper surface coating for receiving and reflects lights.
The quality of the coating must be enduring during the lifetime of the device.
The surfaces must be free of contamination of foreign substance.
The enclosure must be free of moisture. The presence of moisture may cause stiction
of the enclosed components.
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Electromechanical interface:
Electrical insulation, grounding and shielding are typical problems to be dealt with in
MEMS and microsystems packaging.

Interfaces in microfluidics:
•
•
•
•
•

Precise fluid delivery.
Thermal and environmental isolation and mixing.
Material compatibility between the fluid and the containing
walls.
Interface of the fluid and containment wall, e.g. corrosion,
friction, etc.
Another major interface problem is in sealing

Enabling Packaging Technologies:
•

Dies, or substrates in MEMS, are normally cut (sliced) from single wafers using thin
diamond saw blades.

Spacing between dies: ≈ 50 μm with saw blade thickness of 20 μm.
Cutting wheel: 75 – 100 mm diameter
Cutting speed: 30,000 – 40,000 rpm.

Surface bonding:
There are four (4) techniques available for
surface bonding in MEMS and microsystems:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Adhesives
Eutectic soldering
Anodic bonding
Silicon fusion bonding (SFB)

Bonding by adhesives:
A typical micro dispenser of epoxy resins
•
Epoxy resin and silicone rubbers are two commonly used adhesives
•
Good bonding by epoxy resin rely on surface treatments and curing process
control.
•
Avoid glass transition temperature at 150-175oC.
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•
Soft silicone rubbers are used for bonding parts require “flexibility.” It is
vulnerable to chemicals and air.

Eutectic bonding:
•
•
•
•
•

Eutectic bonding involves the diffusion of atoms of eutectic alloys into the
atomic structures of the materials to be bonded together.
Must first select a candidate material that will form a eutectic alloy with the
materials to be bonded.
A common material to form eutectic alloy with silicon is thin films made of gold or
alloys that involve gold.
• Gold-tin (80% Au+20% Sn) films around 25 μm thick is commonly used.
• Bonding takes place at about 300oC.
• Offers much solid bonding than adhesives.

Anodic bonding:
•
•
•
•
•
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
•

Bonding wafers of different materials.
Also called “electrostatic bonding” or “Field-assisted thermal bonding.”
It is popular because of simple set-up and inexpensive equipment.
Bonding temperature is relatively low in the range: 180-500oC.
Possible to bond wafers of:
Glass-to-glass
Glass-to-silicon
Glass-to-silicon compounds
Glass-to-metals
Silicon-to-silicon
Most common application is for Glass-to-silicon wafer bonding.

The working principle of Glass-to-silicon wafer bonding:

Silicon Fusion bonding:
•

Silicon fusion bonding is like “welding” a silicon wafer to another silicon wafer.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It is relatively simple and inexpensive bonding method.
Silicon fusion bonding (SFB) has been used to bond:
•
Silicon-to-silicon
•
Silicon with oxide-to-silicon
•
Silicon with oxide-to silicon with oxide
•
GaAs-to-silicon
•
Quartz-to-silicon
•
Silicon-to-glass
It is the induced chemical forces that bond the pieces together.
Wafer surfaces need to be extremely flat (at 4 nm) to be bonded.
Bonding strength between silicon wafers can be as high as 20 MPa.
The SFB process begins with thorough cleaning of the bonding surfaces. These
surfaces must be polished, then make them hydrophilic by exposing them in boiling
nitric acid.
These two surfaces are naturally bonded even at room temperature.
Strong bonding occurs at high temperature in the neighborhood of 1100oC to 1400oC.

Wire Bonding:
•
Wire bonding techniques developed for microelectronics are applicable for
bonding electric lead wires in MEMS and microsystems.

The three (3)
wire bonding techniques used in IC industry are adopted for MEMS and
microsystems:

➢ Thermocompression wire bonding
➢ Wedge-wedge ultrasonic bonding
➢ Thermosonic bonding.
• Common wire materials are Au, Ag, Al, Cu and Pt with
diameters at 20-80μm.
• Wire bonding is fully automatic.

Thermocompression wire bonding:
•
•

Wire bonding is accomplished with mechanical
compression at elevated temperatures at about 400oC.
The bonding process is illustrated as:
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•
•

Heat the wire to form a bead
Feed the bead to the pad by pulling down the capillary tool:

Wedge-wedge ultrasonic bonding:
•
•

This bonding process takes place at room temperature.
The energy supply to the bonding is from ultrasonic vibration of the tool at 20 – 60
kHz.
• The process is illustrated as:

Thermosonic bonding:
•
•
•

This process uses ultrasonic energy with thermocompression.
As such, wire bonding can take place at 100-150oC.
Joints can be in either ball-wedge or wedge-wedge form.

Sealing:
•
•
•

Sealing is a key requirement in MEMS and microsystems packaging.
Hermetic sealing is essential in devices or systems such as: microfluidic, optoMEMS,
bioMEMS, pressure sensors, etc.
There are generally 3 sealing techniques available for MEMS and microsystems:
1) Mechanical sealing technique:
• Epoxy for microfluidics. It is flexible but ages with time.
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• Eutectic soldering for hermetic seals.
2) Sealing by microfabrication processes - Sealing by micro shells:

3) Sealing by chemical reactions:
• Sealing is accomplished by “growing” the sealant using chemical reactions.
• Example is the production of SiO2 as the sealant for sealing a delicate die with
a silicon shell.
• The growth of SiO2 from the silicon encapsulant to the constraint base
provides reliable and hermetic seal for the die.

Vacuum Sealing and Encapsulation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many MEMS and microsystems can perform better, or can only perform in vacuum.
It is a very important requirement for many MEMS and microsystems.
Examples such as micro gyroscopes and micromirrors in micro fiber optical switches
require vacuum to provide free air-resistance and a moisture-free environment.
High vacuum in the MEMS devices must be maintained while the system is packaged.
Hermetic and enduring sealing is required to maintain vacuum in the system.
Two vacuum sealing techniques will be introduced here:
1) Vacuum sealing by RTP bonding process, and
2) Vacuum sealing by localized CVD process.

Example of Sealing by RTP bonding:
RTP = Rapid Thermal Processing, a process that is commonly used in IC packaging.
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Two wafers:
•
•

Cap wafer = the wafer with cavity for passivation of the device
Device wafer= the wafer with micro components

•

Both the device and cap wafers are pre-baked in vacuum at 300oC for 4 hours in a
vacuum quartz tube to drive out and entrapped gas from microfabrication processes.
The two wafers are assembled and loaded into a sample holder and placed in the
vacuum heating tube again.
The set is then placed inside of the RTP equipment and the base pressure was pumped
down to about 1 mTorr.
The vacuum was held steady for about 4 hours to drive out entrapped gas inside the
cavity.
The sealing is completed by RTP heating in 10 s at 750oC.

•
•
•
•

Example of Sealing by localized CVD process:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The micro component is assembled to the silicon substrate.
The silicon substrate with assembled micro component is anodically bonded to a glass
cap.
A vent hole is created in the assembly.
There is a small heater at the vent hole made by electrically conducting polysilicon

The set is put into a vacuum chamber at about 250 mTorr with the flow of silane gas.
The intense heat release by the microheater decomposes silane for localized
polysilicon deposition to seal the venting hole as shown in the right of the Figure.
The CVD deposition process provide the necessary seal for the microdevice

Selection of Packaging Materials
•

There are a broad range of materials used in packaging MEMS and microsystems.
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•

Commonly used materials for various parts of MEMS and microsystems are:

Microsystem Components

Available Materials

Remarks

Die

Silicon, polycrystalline
silicon, GaAs,ceramics,
quartz, polymers

Refer to Chapter 7 and

Insulators

SiO2, Si3N4, quartz,
polymers

Section 10.2.2 for selection.
Materials are in order of
Increasing quality and cost.

Glass (Pyrex), quartz,
alumina, silicon

Constraint base

Pyrex and alumina are more
commonly used materials

carbide

Solder for better seal,
silicone

Solder alloys, epoxy resins,
silicone

Die bonding

Wire bonds

rubber

rubber for better die
isolation.

Gold, silver, copper,
aluminum and

Gold and aluminum are
popular choices.

tungsten
Interconnect pins

Copper and aluminum

Headers and casings

Plastic, aluminum and
stainless steel

Summary of die packaging material properties:
Materials

Young’s Modulus (MPa)

Silicon

190,000
344,830-408,990 (20oC)
344,830-395,010 (500oC)

Alumina
Solder (60Sn40Pb)
Epoxy
(Ablebond 789-3)
Silicone rubber
(Dow Corning 730)

Poisson’s
ratio
0.29

Thermal Expansion
Coefficient ppm/oK)
2.33

0.27

6.0-7.0 (25-300oC)

0.44

31,000

26
63 below 126oC
140 above 126oC

4,100
1.2

0.49

Design case: Packaging of Micro Pressure Sensor Dies
Primary packaging considerations
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•

The die in a pressure sensor is to support the thin diaphragm that senses the medium
pressure by the induced stresses.
For accurate sensing the medium pressure, the stresses that the diaphragm has sensed
should be those stresses induced by the medium pressure ONLY.
Unfortunately, there could be stresses induced in the diaphragm by sources other than
the medium pressure – the “parasite stresses”.
A major source of parasite stress is from the thermal stresses induced by significantly
different CTE of various components attached to the diaphragm:

•
•
•

•
How to ISOLATE the die/diaphragm from these sources of parasite stresses
become a primary consideration in the packaging design.

Die down:
•
•

It is a process to bond the die to the constraint base with “die attach”.
Three commonly used bonding techniques:
▪ Anodic bonding
▪ Eutectic soldering
▪ Adhesive

Die protection:
•
•

The delicate die in a pressure sensor needs to be protected from possible damage by
the contact pressurized medium.
There are three (3) ways to do this:
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1) By vapor-deposited organic on the die surface:
The deposited organic coating will insulate the die surface from the
contact medium. Unfortunately, the deposited organic also serve as a
“reinforcement” and make the diaphragm undesirably stiff.

2) By coating with silicone gel:
•
•
•
•

Silicone gel containing one or two parts of siloxanes has very low young’s
modulus. So, it is very soft.
Being soft, it would not add unwanted stiffness to the diaphragm.
A few mm thick coating gives sufficient protection to the die.
The only problem is aging and become contaminated with impurities from the
contact medium.

Indirect pressure transmission:
•
•

This method is used in situation in which the pressurized medium is so
environmentally hostile that direct contact of the die and medium is not possible
A special arrangement is made for a special case that involved:

•

P = 70 kPa – 350 MPa
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impact force = 10-20,000 g
T = 5,000oF in milliseconds
Media contain high-velocity dusts
Die and wire bonds are submerged in silicone oil.
Pressure from the media was transmitted to the diaphragm through silicon oil.
The stainless-steel diaphragm has compliance is 100 times less than that of silicon
diaphragm.
Minimum volume of silicone oil in order to mitigate thermal expansion.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
UNIT 1
1.

MEMS stands for _________________

a) Macro electromagnetic System
b) Macro electro mechanical System
c) Micro electro mechanical System
d) Micro electromagnetic System
Answer: c
2.
If you hold a silicon wafer with bare hand, what will happen?
a) Sodium ion from your hand will contaminate wafer and Na contamination cannot
be removed
b) Bacteria from your hand will contaminate the wafer and it will decrease
conductivity of wafer
c) Organic compounds from your hand will contaminate wafer and organic
contamination cannot be removed
d) It will create an oxide layer on the wafer at the contacted area
Answer: a.
3.
Which of the following is not volatile?
a) Methyl Chloride
b) Benzene
c) Carbon Monoxide
d) Formaldehyde
Answer: c.
4.
Sensor is used to measure the weight of a housefly. What was the
characterization technique used and how was the weight of the housefly measured?
a) AFM; and weight measured in milligrams
b) Optical Profilometry; and weight measured through colour intensity changes
c) SEM; and weight measured through change in resistance/impedance
d) AFM; and weight measured through change in resistance/impedance
Answer c
5.

Change in output of any sensor with respect to change in input is expressed as
a) Specificity
b) Sensitivity
c) Threshold limit
d) Gauge Factor
Answers: b
6.

Which of the following is the process to clean the wafer?
a) RCA cleaning
b) Acetone dip
c) IPA dip
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d) All of these
Answer: a
7.
What is nano technology?
a) Technology conducted at micro scale
b) Technology conducted at pico scale
c) Technology conducted at nanoscale
d) None
Answer c
8

Smallest change in input which a sensor can detect and express as output:
a) Precision
b) Cut-in-voltage
c) Resolution
d) Threshold
Answer: c

9.
Which of the following is the correct conversion in an electro mechanical system?
a) Electrical to electrical
b) Electrical to mechanical
c) Mechanical to electrical
d) Both electrical to mechanical and mechanical to electrical
Answer: d
10. Which of the following is not covered under Mechanical energy domain?
a Distance
b Latent heat
c Force
d Size
Answer d
11. Which of the following form the basis of Electrical domain?
a Current
b Resistance
c Inductance
d All of the above
Answer d
UNIT 1I
1.
Which of the following is not a piezo electric sensor?
a) PZT
b) Roschelle salt
c) Quartz
d) None of the mentioned
Answer: d
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2.
Piezo electric sensors can be fabricated using microfabrication techniques.
The property of piezo electric material is
a) To accumulate electric charge w.r.t the mechanical stress applied
b) To accumulate electric charge in response to the potential gradient
c) To accumulate electric charge when placed in magnetic field
d) To generate mechanical stress in magnetic field
Answers: a
3.
Which of the following statement is correct?
a)
in vitro means study inside living body and in vivo is the study in artificial
environment by mimicking living organism
b)
in vivo means study inside living body and in vitro is the study in artificial
environment by mimicking living organism
c)
ex vivo means study inside living body and in vivo is the study in artificial
environment by mimicking living organism
d)
ex vitro is the study in artificial environment by mimicking living organism
and in vitro means study inside living body
Answers: b
4.
Non-invasive detection of breast cancer can be performed by detecting the
increased concentration of _________ in a breath sample.
a) Methane
b) Pentane
c) Acetone
d) Ethanol
Answers: b
5.

Following acts as detector in Optical sensor
a) Light emitting diode
b) Photo diode
c) Transistor
d) All of the above
Answer b

6.

Chemiresistor sensors are used for test gases in _______________
a) Solid form
b) Liquid form
c) Vapour form
d) All of the mentioned
Answer: c

7.

Piezo electric sensors can be fabricated using micro fabrication techniques.
The property of piezoelectric material is
a) To accumulate electric charge w.r.t the mechanical stress applied
b) To accumulate electric charge in response to the potential gradient
c) To accumulate electric charge when placed in magnetic field
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d) To generate mechanical stress in electric field
Answers: a
UNIT 1II
1.

In vivo situation of our body can be mimicked most faithfully by:
a) IDE structure
b) Micro-tubules with peristaltic pump
c) Microfluidic chips
d) All of these individually can mimic
Answers: c

2.
In fabrication of microfluidic devices, PDMS can be used. PDMS belongs to
the group of materials, commonly referred to as silicones. Generally, PDMS is
patterned by ____.
a) Optical lithography
b) E-beam lithography
c) Soft lithography
d) All of these
Answers: c
3.

4.

The output of semiconductor strain gauge depends on __________
a) variation of geometry
b) variation of temperature
c) variation of material
d) All of the above
Answers: d

Not an example for actuator

a Optical fiber
b Shape memory alloys
c Magneto-strictive materials
d Electro-/Magneto-rheological fluids
Answer a
5.

A piezo-electrical crystal generates voltage when subjected to ____ force.

a Electrical
b Mechanical
c Gravity
d All of the above
Answer b
6.

Which are the two basic states of shape memory alloys?

a. Austenite Phase and Martensitic Phase
b. Austenite Phase and Soft Bake
c. Soft Bake and Martensitic Phase
d. None of the above
Answers: a
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7.
Which alloy (smart material) was used in lab experiment for Shape Memory
Alloy?
a. HMDS
b. Nitinol
c. Nichrome
d. Alnico
Answers: b
8.
Which of the following change electrical conductivity on the absorption of a
gas molecule?
a) Tin
b) Zinc
c) Nickel
d) All of the mentioned
Answer: d
9.
Training of SMA material done by -------a) Joule heating
b) Sputtering
c) Faraday’s law
d) None of the mentioned
Answer: a
10. Micro Fluidics system is used for
a) Drug screening
b) Breast Cancer diagnosis
c) Bacterial infection test
d) All the above
Answer d
UNIT IV
1.
PZT stands for _______________
a) Poly zirconate titanate
b) Lead zirconate tartarate
c) Poly zirconate trioxide
d) Poly zirconate tetranitrate
Answer: b
.
2.
Photolithography is an important step in microfabrication. what is
“Lithography”?
a)
Transferring pattern on a mask
b)
Transferring pattern on to a substrate
c)
Slicing wafer by LASER or by UV
d)
Deposition of any material on a substrate
Answers: b
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3.
For MEMS-based breast cancer diagnosis device (cantilever based), why
silicon nitride is used instead of silicon oxide:
a) For better insulation
b) As stress releasing layer
c) For better adhesion of contact pads
d) For better conductivity
Answers: b
4.

PDMS is bonded to glass wafer by
a) Plasma Bonding.
b) Anodic Bonding
c) Using double sided adhesive
d) Thermocompression
Answers: a
5.

Lithography process is used to pattern:
a) Metal and semiconductor layers
b) Metal and insulating layers
c) Semiconductor and insulation layers
d) Metal, Semiconductor and insulation layers
Answers: d

6.
The cross-section of a device is given here. What is the series of process steps
required to fabricate this device? (Blue represents SiO2 layer and Red represents
metal layer)

i. Thermal oxidation ii. Photolithography iii. Metal deposition iv. Oxide deposition
a) iv – iii – ii – i – iii – ii
b) iv – ii – iii – i – iii – ii
c) i – iii – ii – iv – iii – ii
d) i – ii – iii – iv – iii – ii
Answers:c

a)
b)
c)
d)

7.
Lithography was invented by __________ in 1798.
Alois Senefelder
John Denver
Billy Armstrong
Manuel Neuer
Answers: a
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8.
Photo resists are exposed to which rays for transferring patterns?
a) Cosmic rays
b) UV rays
c) IR rays
d) None of the above
Answer b
9.
------- is the most abundant and easily available sensing material.
a) Gold
b) Silicon
c) Ceramics
d) All the above
Answer b

UNIT V
1. Why are commercially available silicon wafers circular in shape?
a) For fabricating maximum number of devices per unit area
b) For ease of handling during process flow execution
c) Because the ingot from which it is derived is cylindrical owing to upstream
processes
d) Making flats to identify the silicon type is easier on circular wafer
Answers: c
2. Metal deposition is done and then patterned to get the IDE structures which you have
seen in the lectures. But metal deposition is usually carried out after deposition of
oxide/nitride layer on silicon wafer surface. Why can't metal deposition be carried out
directly over silicon?
a) Because direct deposition of metal on silicon gives very poor strength and
adhesion for the patterns
b) Since silicon is a semiconductor, the conductivity effect from bulk will
contribute to the conductivity of the metal pattern layer
c) Because of constraints from downstream processes such as photolithography
d) None of these
Answers: b
3. Which of the following PVD technique can deposit film with better purity?
a) E-beam evaporation
b) Sputtering
c) Thermal evaporation
d) Thermal oxidation
Answers: a
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4. Why is Argon gas used in the sputtering process?
a) Argon is chemically inert and hence prevents the surface oxidation or any
unwanted reaction to occur.
b) Argon is a heavier molecule, and this facilitates faster surface modification
c) Argon is relatively cheaper when compared to lighter noble gases
d) All of the above
Answers: d
5.
What is PVD?
a) Physical vapour deposition
b) Primary vapour deposition
c) Photo vapour deposition
d) All the above
Answer a
6.
What is CVD?
a) Common vapour deposition
b) Chemical vapour deposition
c) Central vapour deposition
d) All the above
Answer b
7.
What is LIGA process
a) Lithographie Galvanoformung Abformung
b) Electroplating Lithography
c) Both a and b are correct
d) None of the above
Answer a
8.
A deposition technique based on formation of vapour of a material either
heated until
evaporation or sputtered by ions is called
a) PVD
b) CVD
c) PECVD
d) None
Answer a
9.
Crucible and boats are the holders used for which type of vapour deposition
method?
a) PVD
b) CVD
c) PECVD
d) None
Answer a
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10.
The process of dipping substrate into chemical solution that selectively
removes
material is called
a) Wet etching
b) Dry etching
c) Gas etching
d) None
Answer a
11. Isotropic and Anisotropic are the types of --------a) Dry etching
b) Machining
c) Wet etching
d) All the above
Answer c
12.
A micromachining defines structures by selectively etching inside a substrate
is called
a) Bulk micromachining
b) Surface micromachining
c) LIGA process
d) All the above
Answer a
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QUESTION BANK
UNIT I
PART A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Define MEMS system. Give any three applications of Microsystems
Explain the differences between MEMS and Microsystems.
List out at least four distinct advantages of miniaturization of machines and devices.
Label the components of a Microsystem.
Enumerate the Bio-medical Application of MEMS.
Categorize the applications of microsystems in automobiles.
Define MEMS
What is Microfabrication?
Name any two materials used in the fabrication of MEMS
Define stress and strain
State Hooke's law and explain elastic limit.
Justify, “intrinsic stress is important for MEMS devices”
Explain Scaling law?
Discuss MEMS used in Air-bag system
Give any two applications of MEMS in medical field.
Why scaling is essential in microsystems?
Discuss MEMS used in Air-bag system
State the Scaling laws related to electricity derived from law of physics

PART B
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Give the schematic illustration of MEMS components and explain.
List the advantages of MEMS as a manufacturing technology
Write a note on MEMS in i) Automotive applications ii) Electronics applications.
Explain with a block diagram the components of a MEMS system.
Summarize the applications of Microsystems in different industries.
What is scaling law? Explain the scaling in Rigidity of structures
Describe the scaling in Fluid mechanics and Heat transfer.
Discuss the scaling in Electrostatic force
Discuss the scaling in Electromagnetic force
Describe the evolution of Micro fabrication

UNIT II
PART A
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define Microsensors and Micro actuators
Illustrate the principle of operation of Acoustic wave sensors
Explain principle of capacitive pressure sensor.
Show the advantages of capacitive pressure sensor.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Prepare the pros and cons of different configurations of inter digitated finger
capacitor.
Give the primary application of acoustic wave sensor?
Generalise the major benefits of using microfluid platforms to replace bench top
chemistry.
Discuss on the concept of Seebeck effect.
Mention any two micro sensors
Name any three thermal sensors.
Summarize the advantages and disadvantages of thermal sensing

PART B
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is a Biomedical sensor? Explain the principle of working of anyone biomedical
sensor with neat diagrams.
Describe any two thermal sensors with relevant diagrams.
Discuss about optical MEMS sensors and its applications.
Draw the schematic design of a micro biosensor and explain.
Draw the schematic of micro pressure sensor and explain briefly.
What is the purpose of using chemical sensors in MEMS? List its types and explain
the working of chemical sensor with neat diagram.

UNIT III
PART A
1.

Define Piezoresistive effect

2.
3.
4.

Mention the alloys showing the shape memory property
Mention few micro actuation techniques?
Mention the applications of micro pump and micro motor.
Write the principle of SMA
Why is the comb drive more popular than a simple parallel plate structure, as an electro static
actuator?
Describe comb drive device?
Examine the inverse effect of piezoelectricity.
Name the disadvantages of magnetic actuation.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Summarize the applications of comb drive devices.

PART B
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Give short notes on Micro grippers.
Write short notes on Micro motors.
Define SMA effect. Explain briefly about Actuation Using Shape Memory Alloys
(SMA).
With relevant diagrams evaluate about microfluidics and application of MEMS
Explain the shape memory alloy-based actuators
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6.
7.
8.
9.

What is a shape memory alloy? Discuss one way and two-way shape memory effect
with diagrams.
Explain the working of micro accelerometer
Discuss about i) Micro valve ii) Micro pump

UNIT IV
PART A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Differentiate CVD and PVD.
Illustrate about crystal planes and orientation in MEMS
Which orientation of Silicon is favorable for Micro machining and why?
Mention any few silicon compound materials used for MEMS
Mention the materials that can be deposited using evaporation and sputtering
Mention the various exposure techniques for lithography

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Give the applications of piezoelectric materials.
Express about SU-8.
Describe about LCP.
Illustrate about PDMS.
Give 3 reasons why Si is preferred for MEMS applications?
Mention any two polymer materials used in MEMS with its specific properties

PART B
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

With neat labelled figures, demonstrate the steps involved in photolithography
Explain the process of CVD with neat sketch
Discuss in detail the MEMS fabrication processes: (i) Photolithography.
(ii) Ion Implantation
Explain how oxidation principle is used in Micro system fabrication
Give short notes on diffusion process used in MEMS industry
Explain the various thin film depositions in detail
Describe about the PVD with neat diagrams
Explain about ion implantation technique to produce Microsystems
Compare and contrast PECVD, APCVD and LPCVD
Explain the UV lithography process in detail with Positive and Negative photo resists
Describe about photolithography process and also about Czochralski (CZ) method for
producing single crystal silicon.

UNIT V
PART A
1.
2.
3.

Illustrate about Anisotrophic Wet Etching.
Define Native Oxide.
Explain about Plasma Etching.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Name the substrate materials for LIGA process.
Define Photoresist materials.
Describe Electroplating in LIGA process.
Explain the Principle of SLIGA process.
Name the major Categories of processes for Bulk Silicon Etching.
Discuss the term TMAH.
List the chemicals for wet anisotropic etching
Define Sputtering.
Give the applications of DRIE.
Express about SOI Wafer.
Illustrate about DRIE process.
Design the Electrochemical Etch Stop Layer.
Develop the points about Surface Micromachining.
Explain the term Bulk Micromachining.
Classify the types of Etching process.
Explain about Etching process.
Summarize the advantages in Surface Machining.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Mention the various etch stop techniques used in wet etching.
What is LIGA micromachining?
Mention any two materials used in packaging of MEMS devices
Explain the isotropic etching
Explain the lift off process in micro machining?
Determine how long it takes to grow 1 µm of oxide on a bare silicon wafer at 1000 ºC under
both wet and dry conditions.

PART B

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Discuss in detail about the thin film by low pressure chemical vapour deposition.
Explain in detail about LIGA process.
Explain in detail about surface micromachining cantilever beam
Describe the Working principle of Sputtering with diagrams.
With neat sketches, describe the principle the following micromachining techniques.
i). Bulk micromachining. ii). Surface micromachining.
Explain the selection of Packaging Materials for MEMS
Explain in detail the Bulk Micromachining process to realize a cantilever
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VIDEO LINKS

1. Introduction to Micro scale Sensors or MEMS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG5a_zIiiV0
2. Scaling laws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6n-EB2wI_k
3. Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) sensors – BOSCH MEMS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vld-5Z1YGVM
4. Introduction to MEMS-Lecture 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtA5mCrqgy0
5. Introduction to Micro scale Sensors or MEMS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG5a_zIiiV0
6. MEMS Fabrication Techniques
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7KKd292WMQ
7. Mechanical actuators
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VU2XCwXH-Bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dWzbNcL_pM
8. What Is Microsystems Packaging
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7Fyu-4ns_M
9. How MEMS Accelerometer Gyroscope Magnetometer Work & Arduino Tutorial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqZgxR6eRjo

10. MEMS Applications Overview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebnpmf3kOq4
11. MEMS Pressure Sensor Fabrication
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhBmvnil66M
12. Micromachining
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1cx16TBNh8
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